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AbstratThe goal of DIRAC experiment at CERN is to measure the lifetime of the pioniumatom, A2�, a bound state of a �+ and �� meson, through the determination ofits breakup probability. The data aumulated between 1999 and 2003 allow usto determine the A2� atoms lifetime with preision of 10%.In this thesis we study the inuene of �nite size of the prodution region inthe determination of breakup probability Pbr. The size of the prodution regionis studied using UrQMD simulation ode. The results of simulation are omparedwith ���� orrelation funtion analysed from data taken during 2001 runs.
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Chapter 1IntrodutionThe aim of the experiment DIRAC at CERN [1℄ is to measure the lifetime � ofA2� atom, the bound state of �+ and �� mesons, with a 10% preission. Asthis lifetime of order 10�15s is determined by the probability of the annihilation�+�� ! �0�0, it is related to relevant sattering lengths 1=� � ja0 � a2j2. Thusthe measurement performed by the experiment DIRAC enables us to determinethe absolute value of the di�erene a0 � a2 of the s{wave isosalar and isotensor��{sattering lengths with a 5% preission in a model{independent way. The pionsattering lengths have been alulated in the framework of hiral perturbationtheory with a preision of few per ent. From these values the lifetime ofA2� atoman be predited [25℄ to be (2:9� 0:1)� 10�15s. The preise measurement of thislifetime provides a ruial test for the understanding of the hiral symmetrybreaking senario in QCD.The method of the lifetime measurement is based on the prodution of theA2� atoms in a thin target and a subsequent detetion of highly orrelated �+��pairs leaving the target [17℄. These pairs are results of A2� atom breakup inthe target. The breakup probability Pbr is a unique funtion of the target ma-terial and its geometry, the veloity of A2�atoms and its lifetime. To ahieve thedelared auray of 10% for the lifetime measurement, the breakup probabilityshould be measured about 4% preision [1℄.In priniple, there are two methods - the extrapolation and the subtrationones - whih an be used to measure the breakup probability. The extrapolationmethod requires the alulation of the number of produed A2� atoms NA basedon theory of the �nal state interation (FSI) [7℄,[17℄. This alulation, as wellas the determination of the number of broken-up atoms nA, is not required inthe subtration method. This method exploits the data taken at least on threedi�erent targets made out of the same material but onsisting of a di�erentnumber of layers of the same total thikness. However, this method needs a fator7 larger statistis and annot yield the required preision within the approvedtime-sale of the experiment DIRAC.The theoretial omputation in the extrapolation method is sensitive to the1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION�nite spae-time extent of the pion prodution region. In [17℄ the dependene onthe distane r� between the �+ and �� prodution points in their .m.s. istreated in an approximate way, dividing the pion soures into the short-lived andthe long-lived ones. It is assumed that for pion pairs oming from the short-livedsoure r� = 0 while for other pairs r� =1.The �nite-size orretions to this approah are studied in this thesis. Forr� less then 20 fm the relative orretion shows a quasi{linear behaviour inq up to about 50MeV= while for r� greater than 20 fm this orretion hasa non-trivial dependene on q [26℄. In ase that pions are produed at smalldistanes, the orretion an easily be taken into aount by introduing thelinear dependene into the method of determination of produed and broken-upA2�atoms. However, there is a negligible tail of the distanes r� > 20fm mainlydue to deays of ! and �0 resonanes. We fous our attention mainly on theinuene of ! resonane and we show that it an indue a systemati shift in thedetermination of breakup probability on a level of several per ent. The inueneof �0 is not so important due to a small yield of this resonane and the fat thatits ontribution is to a large extent aounted for in the fration of long livedsoures treated as a free parameter.Our studies are based on the simulation of r�{distribution using UrQMD ode.To hek the reliability of the simulated results we extrat from the measured dataa ���� orrelation funtion. This funtion ontains the information about thedistanes r� between ��emission points under the same experimental onditionsas the A2� lifetime is evaluated. Comparing this orrelation funtion with theone obtained from simulated data for ����pairs we an hek the reliability ofthe simulated r�{distribution.The results obtained in this thesis have been presented at several ollaborationmeetings during the years 2003 and 2004. Sine then they are ommonly used inthe ollaboration publiations to evaluate systemati errors due to the e�et ofthe �nite size of the prodution region [2℄,[3℄. Besides the oÆial publiations theywere also used in a dotoral thesis [43℄. They play a signi�ant role in hoosinga suitable measurement method for the future ontinuation of the experimentDIRAC [44℄.The submitted thesis is organised as follows. In Chapter 2 we present prin-iples of the theory of two-partile orrelations due to the e�ets of �nal stateinteration and quantum statistis. Chapter 3 gives an explanation of the methodused for the measurement of A2�lifetime and Chapter 4 ontains the desriptionof the experimental set-up. In Chapter 5 we analyse the simulated data with afous on r�{distribution and alulate the orrelation funtion on the basis of thisdistribution. Chapter 6 is devoted to the extration of the ���� orrelation fun-tion from the measured data and a omparison of this funtion with the simulatedone. Possible systemati shifts in the measurement of the breakup probabilityare evaluated in Chapter 7. The main results are summarised in Chapter 8.



Chapter 2Priniples of Partile CorrelationIn this hapter the priniples of the theory of partile orrelations at small relativeveloities are disussed. The main attention is foused on the problems relatedto the experiment DIRAC [30℄ performed at CERN Proton Synhrotron, whihis onserated to study of A2�atoms. Good understanding of the orrelations ofidential and non-idential pions with small relative veloities is ruial for thisexperiment.2.1 Short historial previewThe e�et of momentum orrelations was �rstly observed in 1960 [4℄ as an en-haned prodution of the idential pion pairs with small opening angles, as om-pared to the prodution of nonidential ones. This e�et was named after itsauthors, G.Goldhaber, S.Goldhaber, W.Lee and A.Pais, GGLP e�et.In 70's Kopylov and Podgoretsky settled the basis of orrelation femtosopy[5℄. They took ognisane of analogy between GGLP and HBT e�ets. HBT(Hanbury-Brown, Twist) e�et, [6℄, allows one to measure the angular radii ofstars by studying the dependene of a two photon spae-time orrelation rateon the distane between two separate detetors. Similar to astronomy they sug-gested to study the interferene e�ets in terms of orrelation funtions. Despitefundamental di�erenes between basi priniples of these e�ets the adopted wayturned out to be suessful. In a series of papers Kopylov and Podgoretsky studiedthe inuene of spae-time parameters of a prodution region on the diretionaland the veloity dependene of the orrelation funtion in various situations.Now, this method is widely used as a tool for measurement of spae-timeharateristis of partile prodution proesses. Due to this appliability it isalso alled orrelation femtosopy and it is used for evaluations in many heavyion experiments, for example STAR or NA49.3



4 CHAPTER 2. PRINCIPLES OF PARTICLE CORRELATION2.2 General FormalismThe prodution of two partiles with a small relative veloity is inuened bytheir mutual �nal state interation (FSI) and, in ase of the idential partiles itis also determined by fundamental laws of quantum statisti (QS). To allow theseparation of the FSI e�et from the prodution proess a suÆiently long two-partile interation time in the �nal state must be provided as ompared with theharateristi time of the prodution proess. In other words, the magnitude ofthe relative momentum vetor has to be muh smaller than momentum transfertypial for partile prodution, whih is several hundreds MeV=.E�ets of FSI and QS are studied in terms of the orrelation funtionR(p1; p2),whih is de�ned as the ratio of inlusive two-partile ross setions with or withoutinuene of both FSI and QSR(p1; p2) = ( d6�d3p1d3p2 )( d6�0d3p1d3p2 ) : (2.1)Sine the Nature does not allow us to perform a measurement with the abseneof FSI and QS e�ets, the denominator in (2.1) is obviously replaed by two-partile ross setion obtained by mixing partiles from di�erent events d6�mixd3p1d3p2 .This substitution is valid in the ases when the kinematis onstraints an benegleted. It is true in most heavy-ion and high energy experiments with a highmultipliity of studied partiles. In ase of DIRAC experiment this ondition isnot fully satis�ed and some orretion must be provided.FSI inueneThe inlusive double prodution ross setion for pairs of partiles with four-momenta p1 and p2 an be written in formd6�d3p1d3p2 = 1(2�)612 X� jT (p1; p2; ;�)j2; (2.2)where i are Lorentz fators of partiles ( i = Ei=mi) and T (p1; p2; ;�) is in-variant prodution amplitude. The sum is performed over the total spin S ofthe pair and its projetion M and over all quantum numbers of other produedpartiles. It also inludes the integration over their momenta with the energyand the momentum onservation law taken into aount.In ordinary proesses partiles are produed with large relative veloities whilethe studied pairs with small relative veloities are reated seldom. Therefore, wean suppose that partiles of the studied pair are separated in phase spae fromthe other ones and, due to sharp fall of FSI with relative veloity, we an negletthe inuene of other partiles on the ones of this pair and write the invariant



2.2. GENERAL FORMALISM 5prodution amplitude as a sumT (p1; p2; �) = T0(p1; p2; �) + �T (p1; p2; �); (2.3)where T0 is the prodution amplitude without inuene of FSI and �T representsthe FSI ontribution oming from the interation between the partiles of the pair.�T an be expressed by this formula�T (p1; P2; �) = ipP 22�3 Z d4� T0(�; P � �;�)fS�(p1; p2; �; P � �)(�2 �m21 � i0)[(P � �)2 �m22 � i0℄ ; (2.4)where P � 2p = p1 + p2 , T0(�; P � �;�) is the analytially ontinued o� mass-shell prodution amplitude, fS�(p1; p2; �; P � �) is the sattering amplitude ofthe studied partiles, also o� mass-shell ontinued.Using Fourier transformation we an transform the prodution amplitude T0from momentum representation into the spae-time representation TT0(p1; p2;�) = Z d4x1 d4x2 e�ip1x1�ip2x2T (x1; x2;�) = Z d4x e�i~qx=2�P (x;�);(2.5)where the seond expression arises after integration over the pair .m.s. four-oordinate X = [(p1P )x1+(p2P )x2℄=P 2 based on separation of the phase fatorsdue to the free .m.s. and relative motionse�ip1x1�ip2x2 = e�iPXe�i~qx=2:The relative four{oordinate x = x1�x2 and generalised relative four-momentumsatisfy relations ~q = q � P (qP )=P 2, q = p1 � p2 and (qP ) = m21 �m22. In ase ofm1 = m2 is ~q = q.The total prodution amplitude T an be expressed in a similar way to (2.5)by replaing plane wave e�ip1x1�ip2x2 by Bethe-Salpeter amplitude 	S(�)p1;p2(x1; x2)T (p1; p2;�) = Z d4x1 d4x2	S(�)p1;p2(x1; x2)T (x1; x2;�) = Z d4x S(�)eq (x)�P (x;�);(2.6)where again the integration over pair .m.s. four-oordinate in the seond ex-pression was performed resulting in	S(�)p1;p2(x1; x2) = [	S(+)p1;p2(x1; x2)℄� = [eiPX S(+)eq (x)℄�: (2.7)Thus, on the assumption of quasi-free propagation of the low-mass two-partile system, the prodution amplitude is determined by the onvolution ofthe spae-time redued prodution amplitude without FSI �P (x;�) and the re-dued Bethe-Salpeter amplitude  S(�)eq (x), both depending only on a relative four-oordinate x and on a generalised four-momenta ~q.



6 CHAPTER 2. PRINCIPLES OF PARTICLE CORRELATIONFurther more  S(�)eq (x) an be written as S(+)eq (x) = ei~qx=2 +� S(+)eq (x); (2.8)where the orretion to the plane wave is� S(+)eq (x) = pP 22�3i e�iPx(1+Pq=P 2)=2 Z d4� ei�xfS(p1; p2; �; P � �)(�2 �m12 + i0)[(P � �)2 �m22 + i0℄ :(2.9)It is neessary to note, that in the two partile .m.s. system, where P = 0,~q = f0; 2k�g, x = ft�; r�g, the redued amplitude  S(+)eq (x) at t� = t�1 � t�2 = 0beomes idential with stationary solution  S�k�(r�) of the sattering problem atnon-relativisti quantum mehanis.Although expressions (2.5) and (2.6) express di�erent physial situations theyboth ontain the same spae-time representation of the prodution amplitude T0.The inuene of FSI manifested itself in replaement of plane wave e�i~qx=2 inEq.(2.5) by Bethe-Salpeter amplitude  S(�)eq (x) in Eq.(2.6).Substituting the representation (2.6) of prodution amplitude T into theEq.(2.2) we an write the inlusive double ross setion in the form(2�)612 d6�d3p1d3p2 ==XS Z d4x1 d4x2 d4x01 d4x02�S(x1; x2; x01; x02)	S(�)p1;p2(x1; x2)	S(�)�p1;p2 (x01; x02) ==XS Z d4x d4x0�PS(x; x0) S(�)eq (x) S(�)�eq (x0); (2.10)where the funtions �S(x1; x2; x01; x02) and �PS(x; x0) represent elements of non{normalised two-partile spae-time density matries. They are de�ned as follows�S(x1; x2; x01; x02) =X�0 T (x1; x2;S; �0)T �(x01; x02;S; �0);�PS(x; x0) =X�0 �P (x;S; �0)� �P (x0;S; �0) � (2.11)Z d4X d4X 0e�iP (X�X0)�S(X + p2PP 2 x;X � p1PP 2 x;X 0 + p2PP 2 x0; X 0 � p1PP 2 x0):Using this representation we an write the ross setion for prodution of twolose non-idential partiles without inuene of FSI in the form(2�)612 d6�0d3p1d3p2 =



2.2. GENERAL FORMALISM 7=XS Z d4x1 d4x2 d4x01 d4x02�S(x1; x2; x01; x02)e�ip1(x1�x01)�ip2(x2�x02) ==XS Z d4x d4x0�PS(x; x0)e�ieq(x�x0)=2 (2.12)and using this we an rewrite Eq.(2.10) asd6�d3p1d3p2 = d6�0d3p1d3p2 XS GS(p1; p2) 
	S(�)p1;p2(x1; x2)	S(�)�p1;p2 (x01; x02)�0p1p2S == d6�0d3p1d3p2 XS GS(p1; p2)D S(�)eq (x) S(�)�eq (x0)E0eqPS ; (2.13)where we used the quasi-averages of the bilinear produts of the Bethe-Salpeteramplitudes de�ned as 
	S(�)p1;p2(x1; x2)	S(�)�p1;p2 (x01; x02)�0p1p2S == R d4x1 d4x2 d4x01 d4x02�S(x1; x2; x01; x02)	S(�)p1;p2(x1; x2)	S(�)�p1;p2 (x01; x02)R d4x1 d4x2 d4x01 d4x02�S(x1; x2; x01; x02)e�ip1(x1�x01)�ip2(x2�x02) (2.14)D S(�)eq (x) S(�)�eq (x0)E0eqPS = R d4x d4x0�PS(x; x0) S(�)eq (x) S(�)�eq (x0)R d4x d4x0�PS(x; x0)e�ieq(x�x0)=2 (2.15)and the statistial fator GS representing the population probabilities of the pairspin-S states out of the region of the orrelation e�et in formGS(p1; p2) = R d4x1 d4x2 d4x01 d4x02�S(x1; x2; x01; x02)e�ip1(x1�x01)�ip2(x2�x02)PS R d4x1 d4x2 d4x01 d4x02�S(x1; x2; x01; x02)e�ip1(x1�x01)�ip2(x2�x02) == R d4x d4x0�PS(x; x0)e�ieq(x�x0)=2PS R d4x d4x0�PS(x; x0)e�ieq(x�x0)=2 : (2.16)Note that for unpolarised partiles with spins j1 and j2 the statistial fator GSis GS = (2S + 1)=[(2j1 + 1)(2j2 + 1)℄; XS GS = 1: (2.17)Finally, the orrelation funtion of two non-idential partiles an be writtenin the formR(p1; p2) =XS GS(p1; p2) 
	S(�)p1;p2(x1; x2)	S(�)�p1;p2 (x01; x02)�0p1p2S ==XS GS(p1; p2)D S(�)eq (x) S(�)�eq (x0)E0eqPS : (2.18)



8 CHAPTER 2. PRINCIPLES OF PARTICLE CORRELATIONQS inueneThe all formulae mentioned above, whih deal with FSI inuene, are valid foridential partiles with one signi�ant di�erene. Due to the e�et of quantumstatistis the Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes 	S(�)p1;p2 in these formulae must be replaedby their properly symmetrized ombinations	S(�)p1;p2(x1; x2)! 1p2[	S(�)p1;p2(x1; x2) + (�1)S	S(�)p2;p1(x1; x2)℄: (2.19)Consider the ase of prodution of two idential non-interating partiles.Firstly, let us de�ne emission funtions GS and gPS as partial Fourier transfor-mation of spae-time density matries �S and �PSGS(�x1; p1; �x1; p2) = Z d4�1 d4�2e�ip1�1�ip2�2�S(�x1 + �12 ; �x2 + �22 ; �x1 � �12 ; �x2 � �22 );gPS(�x; eq) = Z d4 �XGS( �X + p2PP 2 �x; p1; �X � p1PP 2 �x; p2) == Z d4�e�ieq�=2�PS(�x + �2 ; �x� �2): (2.20)Here we make the substitution xi; x0i ! �xi = 12(xi+x0i); �i = xi�x0i and �x = �x1��x2.Now we an rewrite Eq.(2.12) into the form(2�)612 d6�0d3p1d3p2 =XS Z d4�x1 d4�x2GS(�x1; p1; �x2; p2) =XS Z d4�xgPS(�x; eq);(2.21)and if we substitute the Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes in Eq.(2.10) by properly sym-metrized ombination of the plane waves we get for inlusive double ross setionthe following expression(2�)612 d6�d3p1d3p2 =XS Z d4�x1 d4�x2[GS(�x1; p1; �x2; p2)+GS(�x1; p; �x2; p)(�1)S os(q�x)℄=XS Z d4�x[gPS(�x; q) + gPS(�x; 0)(�1)S os(q�x)℄; (2.22)where p = (p1 + p2)=2 is o�-mass-shell four-momentum. The presene of theemission funtions GS(�x1; p; �x2; p) and gPS(�x; 0) is a diret onsequene of theinterferene of symmetrized two-partile plane waves.Putting the formula's (2.21) and (2.22) diretly into the de�nition of orrela-tion funtion (2.1) we obtainR(p1; p2) = 1 + PS R d4�x1 d4�x2GS(�x1; p; �x2; p)(�1)S os(q�x)PS R d4�x1 d4�x2GS(�x1; p1; �x2; p2)



2.2. GENERAL FORMALISM 9= 1 + PS R d4�xgPS(�x; 0)(�1)S os(q�x)PS R d4�xgPS(�x; q) (2.23)Smoothness assumptionConsider the simple ase of the partile emission by one-partile soures aordingto the one-partile prodution amplitudeT (1)A (x1; xA) � exp[�(x1 � xA)22rA2 � (x01 � x0A)22�A2 ℄ exp(� xA24r02 � x0A24�02 ); (2.24)whih orresponds to the soure at rest with Gaussian distribution of the emissionpoints x1 = fx01;x1g with harateristi widths rA; �A around the soure entresxA = fx0A;xAg, also Gaussian distributed with widths r0; �0. Assuming furtherthat the soures are suÆiently heavy, we an desribe them lassially. Thefour-oordinates of the soure entres xA an then be onsidered as a part of thequantum numbers �0 and the sum in Eq.(2.11) ontains the integration over xA.Performing this integration and substituting x1; x01 ! �x1 = 12(x1+x01); �1 = x1�x01we get the one-partile spae-time density matrix�(1)A (x1; x01) � exp(� �124rA2 � �0124�A2 ) exp(� �x122r02 + rA2 � �x0122�02 + �A2 ) (2.25)and the orresponding one-partile emission funtionG(1)A (�x1; p) � exp(�rA2p2 � �A2p02) exp(� �x122r02 + rA2 � �x0122�02 + �A2 ): (2.26)We an see that the soure spae-time dimensions rA and �A determine boththe non-diagonality of spae-time density matrix and the distribution of partilefour-momenta. In a partiular ase of the soures of a negligible spae-time extent(rA = 0 and �A = 0) any partile four-momenta are equally probable.1The atual estimation of rA and �A, based on experimental data, yields onaverage r2A + � 2A � 0:1fm2 (based on the analysis of single-partile spetra in[8℄). Contrary to this the e�etive value of r20 and � 20 are about 1fm2 for hadron-hadron interation and of several tens of fm2 for the ollisions involving heavynulei.1Note that for a soure moving with a non{relativisti veloity �A and emitting the par-tile with the mean three{momentum pA = m1�A, Eqs. (2.24) and (2.25) aquire phasefators eipAx1 and eipA�1 respetively and the substitution p ! p � pA has to be done inEq. (2.26). If the pA{distribution deouples from the distribution of other soure harateris-tis in a Gaussian form of a width �0, we still arrive at Eqs. (2.25), (2.26), up to a substitutionrA2 ! rA2=[2(rA�0)2 + 1℄ in the �rst fator, orresponding to a widening of the momentumdistribution due to the dispersion of the soure veloities.



10 CHAPTER 2. PRINCIPLES OF PARTICLE CORRELATIONThe smoothness ondition, whih requiresr2A=2� r20; � 2A=2� � 20 ; (2.27)guarantees, that inuene of the spae-time extents of soures rA and �A arenegligible in omparison with the spae-time extent of the distribution of thesoures. Due to a small value of rA and �A the momentum dependene of emis-sion funtion is weak (see Eq.(2.26)) and we an neglet its dependene on thefour-momentum di�erene q in the region of the interferene e�et haraterisedby the inverse spae-time distane between the partile prodution points. Itmeans, smoothness assumption allows us to rewrite expression (2.23) desribingorrelation of idential partiles into the formR(p1; p2) := 1 + PS R d4�x1 d4�x2GS(�x1; p1; �x2; p2)(�1)S os(q�x)PS R d4�x1 d4�x2GS(�x1; p1; �x2; p2)= 1 + PS R d4�xgPS(�x; q)(�1)S os(q�x)PS R d4�xgPS(�x; q) ; (2.28)where we replae GS(�x1; p; �x2; p) by GS(�x1; p1; �x2; p2) and gPS(�x; 0) by gPS(�x; q).Assuming, for example, there is a fration � of pairs of idential partileswhih are emitted by independent one-partile soures desribed by Gaussianamplitude (2.24). The remaining fration (1 � �) is related to very long-lifesoure as �;K0s ;�; : : :, what means that relative distanes r� in the pair .m.s. areextremely large and no orrelation e�et appears. In this situation the orrelationfuntion would have this formR(p1; p2) = 1 + �XS GS(�1)Sexp(�r20q2 � � 20 q20): (2.29)This simple model shows, that a harateristi feature of the orrelation fun-tion of idential partiles is the presene of an interferene maximum or minimumat region of small q, hanging to a horizontal plateau at suÆiently large q (i.e.large in omparison with the inverse harateristi spae-time distane betweenthe partile emission points).To take into aount the �nite size of the soures, we should provide inEq.(2.29) substitution r20 ! r20 + r2A=2, see [10℄. In ase of Gaussian distribu-tion of the mean emission three-momentum pA of a width �0 the substitutionis r20 ! r20 + r2A=[2 + (rA�0)�2℄. It is evident, that if the smoothness ondition(2.27) is satis�ed, the both e�ets beome negligible.The two partile emission funtion GS(�x1; p1; �x2; p2) an also be used to ex-press a prodution ross setion for interating partiles. In ase that smoothness



2.2. GENERAL FORMALISM 11ondition is ful�lled, we an rewrite Eq.(2.10) in an approximate form(2�)612 d6�d3p1d3p2 :=XS Z d4x1 d4x2GS(x1; p1; x2; p2)j S(+)eq (x)j2 ==XS Z d4xgPS(x; eq)j S(+)eq (x)j2: (2.30)Let us de�ne an averaginghj S(+)eq (x)j2ieqPS = R d4x1 d4x2GS(x1; p1; x2; p2)j S(+)eq (x)j2R d4x1 d4x2GS(x1; p1; x2; p2) (2.31)and than we an write Eq.(2.30) asd6�d3p1d3p2 := d6�0d3p1d3p2 XS GShj S(+)eq (x)j2ieqPS: (2.32)Using this approximation diretly in the de�nition (2.1) we obtain for the orre-lation funtion simple expressionR(p1; p2) :=XS GShj S(+)eq (x)j2ieqPS: (2.33)Remind that for idential partiles the Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes must besymmetrized aording to Eq.(2.19).Approximative expressions mentioned above are valid up to orretion rep-resenting by a fration of (r2A + v2� 2A)=(r20 + v2� 20 ), where v is a pair veloity inthe rest frame of soures. This orretion is less than a few perent for high en-ergy hadron-hadron ollisions and less than a few per-mil for ollisions involvingnulei in ase of idential partiles. For non-idential partiles this orretion issubstantially smaller.In addition to simpli�ation of the orrelation funtion alulation, the smooth-ness assumption allows us to use lassial transport odes like RQMD, UrQMD orVENUS for simulations of orrelation problems. These odes produe sharp in-formation about spae-time position together with momentum information. Thisis in onit with the unertainty priniple and an be used as an approxima-tion only if the non-diagonality of the spae-time density matrix is small. Thesmoothness ondition makes this ertain.Equal-time approximationFor non-interating and non-idential partiles Bethe-Salpeter amplitude  (+)eq (x) =e�ik�r� is independent of the relative emission time t� in the .m.s. of the pair.



12 CHAPTER 2. PRINCIPLES OF PARTICLE CORRELATIONHowever, for interating partiles Bethe-Salpeter amplitude is expliitly depen-dent on t�. The e�et of mutual interation is vanishing with the inrease int�. It an be shown [7℄, that the e�et of non-zero t� an be negleted on onditionjt�j � m(t�)r�2; (2.34)where m(t� > 0) = m2 and m(t� < 0) = m1. In this ase we an use theapproximation of equal emission times of the two partiles in their .m.s (t� = 0)and substitute the Bethe-Salpeter amplitude by the non-relativisti two-partilewave funtion  S�k�(r�).The ondition (2.34) is usually satis�ed for heavy partiles like kaons or nule-ons. But even for pions this approximation merely leads to a slight overestimation(typially less than a few perent) of the strong FSI ontribution to the produ-tion ross setion [7℄.For example, let us assume simple stati model of independent one-partileGaussian soure desribed by amplitude (2.24).2 In this model, the ondition(2.35) of the equal-time approximation an be roughly written in the form [7℄�0 � �r0(r02 + v2�02)1=2: (2.35)Clearly, this ondition is not satis�ed for very slow partiles emitted by thesoures of a long lifetime. The inreasing importane of the non-equal time e�etwith the dereasing pair veloity is demonstrated in Fig. 2.2 for the strong FSIontribution in the �0�0 orrelation funtion. For suÆiently large veloitiesv > 0:5 and radii r0 > 1 fm, we are interested in, the e�et is rather small, notexeeding 5% of the strong FSI ontribution in the low-k� region, orrespondingto the e�et of several per mille in the orrelation funtion. The e�et of non-equal times on the Coulomb FSI ontribution into orrelation funtion is verysmall and an be negleted.Adopting the equal-time approximation, we an rewrite Equations (2.32) and(2.33) for the prodution ross setion and orrelation funtion as followsd6�d3p1d3p2 := d6�0d3p1d3p2 XS GShj S�k�(r�)j2ieqPS; (2.36)R(p1; p2) :=XS GShj S�k�(r�)j2ieqPS (2.37)2Note that in high energy ollisions, suh a model is relevant for a limited rapidity regiononly. It means that the pair veloity v in the rest frame of the soures is related to the measuredveloity rather indiretlyWe an roughly estimate hvi from the distribution of partile transverse momenta. Takingfor pions the p2?-slope of � 6 (GeV/)�2 (now we have to aount for lower p?-values due toindiret pions) and using hv2i � h3p2?=(3p2? +m122)i, we get hvi � 0:8.



2.3. WAVE FUNCTION 13

Figure 2.1: The FSI ontribution to the �0�0 orrelation funtion alulated fordi�erent values of the pair veloity v in a Gaussian model of independent one{partile soures with the spatial and time width parameters �0 = r0 = 2 fm.Solid urves are exat results and dash urves are those obtained in the equal{time approximation.2.3 Wave funtionIn this setion we will disuss the wave funtion used in omputation of orrelationfuntion under smoothness assumption and equal-time approximation (Equation(2.37)). This funtion orresponds to a stationary solution of an appropriatesattering problem.2.3.1 Short-range FSIFirst we will disuss the ase when at least one partile of the pair is neutral,so only strong FSI ats (short-range fore). In the onsidered region of small k�(q = 2k�) the short{range partile interation is dominated by s-waves. Sinethe radius of the s-wave interation is usually small ompared with the distaner� between the prodution points of partiles of the pair in their .m.s., the FSIe�et is mainly determined by the asymptoti behaviour of the sattered wave



14 CHAPTER 2. PRINCIPLES OF PARTICLE CORRELATIONoutside the region of the strong interation r� > d� �k�(r�) = f(k�)eik�r�=r�: (2.38)The s-wave amplitude f depends only on the magnitude of the vetor k�. As-suming only elasti hannel, amplitude f an be represented asf = [exp(2iÆ0)� 1℄=(2ik�) = (K�1 � ik�)�1; (2.39)where Æ0 is the s{wave phase shift and K�1 = k� ot Æ0 is a real funtion of k�.Usually (for potentials vanishing with the distane exponentially or faster), thisfuntion is real also for negative kineti energies k�2=(2�), (where redued mass� = m1m2=(m1 +m2)), so that its expansion an ontain only even powers of k�[12℄. Retaining near threshold only the �rst two terms in the expansion, one anexpress the funtion K�1 or K through the orresponding two parameters, i.e.the sattering length f0 and the e�etive range d0 or urvature b0K�1 := 1=f0 + 12d0k�2; K := f0 + b0k�2; b0 := �d0f02=2: (2.40)The expansion ofK�1 is superior for two{nuleon systems (due to large satteringlengths, amounting to about 20 fm in the singlet ase) while for other systems,the K{expansion is often preferred. To extend the latter to a wider energy range,it is usually written in a relativisti form and additional parameters are added.For example aording to [13℄K = 2ps sth � s0s� s0 3Xj=0 Ajx2j; x = 2k�=psth; (2.41)where s = (p1 + p2)2 = (!�1 + !�2)2, !�1;2 = (m21;2 + k�2)1=2 and sth = (m1 +m2)2.The parameter s0 takes into aount the eventual resonane, speifying the valueof the two{partile .m.s. energy squared where the phase Æ0(k�) passes through90o.Note that the extension of the asymptoti wave funtion in the inner regionof the strong interation leads to a relative shift in the prodution ross setionof the order jf j2 ddk�2Re(1=f)=hr�i3 [7, 11℄. The leading part of this shift an be,in priniple, orreted for. However, being quadrati in the amplitude f , it israther small for ��, �K or �p{systems, usually not exeeding several perent ofthe short{range FSI ontribution.2.3.2 Coulomb FSINow we will suppose that both partiles are harged, so Coulomb interationmust be onsidered in addition. Similar to the previous ase of neutral partiles,



2.3. WAVE FUNCTION 15we will approximate (with the same auray) the wave funtion near thresholdby the asymptoti solution outside the region of the strong interation r� > d.The long-range Coulomb interation modi�es not only spherial waves but alsothe plane wave. The stationary solution an be written in the form [12℄ �k�(r�) = eiÆpA(�)"e�ik�r�F (�i�; 1; i�) + f(k�) eG(�; �)r� # ; (2.42)where � = k�r� + k�r� � �(1 + os ��), � = k�r�, � = (k�a)�1, a = (�z1z2e2)�1 isthe two-partile Bohr radius inluding the sign of the interation, Æ = arg�(1+i�)is the Coulomb s-wave phase shift,A(�) is the Coulomb penetration fator de�nedas A(�) = 2��(exp(2��)� 1) ; (2.43)and F (�; 1; z) = 1 + �z=1!2 + �(� + 1)z2=2!2 + � � � (2.44)is the onuent hyper-geometri funtion and eG = pA(G0+iF0) is a ombinationof the regular (F0) and singular (G0) s{wave Coulomb funtions (see, e.g., [14℄)eG(�; �) = P (�; �) + 2�� [ln j2��j+ 2C � 1 + �(�)℄B(�; �): (2.45)Here C := 0:5772 is the Euler onstant, the funtionsB(�; �) = 1Xs=0 Bs; B0 = 1; B1 = ��; B2 = (��)2=3� �2=6; : : : ;P (�; �) = 1Xs=0 Ps; P0 = 1; P1 = 0; P2 = �3(��)2 � �2=2; : : : (2.46)are given by the following reurrene relations3(n+ 1)(n+ 2)Bn+1 = 2��Bn � �2Bn�1;n(n+ 1)Pn+1 = 2��Pn � �2Pn�1 � (2n+ 1)2��Bn (2.47)and the funtion �(�) = h(�) + iA(�)=(2�); (2.48)where the funtion h(�) is expressed through the digamma funtion  (z) =�0(z)=�(z) h(�) = [ (i�) +  (�i�)� ln(�2)℄=2: (2.49)The amplitude f(k�) = f(k�)=A(�), where f(k�) is the amplitude of the low-energy s-wave elasti sattering due to the short{range interation renormalised3Note that B(�; �)! sin(�)=� and P (�; �)! os(�) in the limit �� � r�=a! 0.



16 CHAPTER 2. PRINCIPLES OF PARTICLE CORRELATIONPair �+�� �+K� ��p K+K� K�p pp�a; fm �387:5 �248:6 �222:5 �109:6 �83:6 �57:6Q; MeV/ 6.4 10.0 11.1 22.6 29.7 43.0Table 2.1: The Bohr radii of some pairs inluding the sign of the interation,a = (�z1z2e2)�1, and the harateristi width of the Coulomb orrelation e�et,Q � 2k� = 4�=jaj, orresponding to j�j�1 = 2� (see Eq. (2.43)).by the long{range Coulomb fores. Assuming again the absene of inelasti tran-sitions, the amplitude f(k�) = (e2iÆ0 � 1)=(2ik�) and satis�es the one{hannels{wave unitarity ondition. Similar to the ase of neutral partiles, one then has[12℄ f(k�) = �K�1 � 2�(�)a ��1 ; (2.50)where the funtion K is real for real kineti energies, inluding negative ones(provided the short{range potential vanishes with the distane exponentially orfaster), and an be parametrised aording to Eqs. (2.40) or (2.41).Note that Æ ! 0, A ! 1 for � ! 0 (k� � jaj�1) and eG ! ei�, F ! 1 for�� � r�=a ! 0. So, the two{partile wave funtion in the absene of the long{range Coulomb fores is reovered provided r�, f0 and 1=k� are muh smallerthan the Bohr radius jaj.In Table 2.1 we list the values of Bohr radii a for the most often studied pairs.2.4 Bound systemsProdution of weakly bound two-partile systems, like deuterons or hadroniatoms (�+��atoms, in partiular) an be desribed in the same manner as theprodution of two free partiles. Due to a low binding energy there is prati-ally no diret prodution of suh bound systems. Their dominant produtionmehanism is thus due to the partile interation in the �nal state.In analogy to Eq.(2.6) for the prodution amplitude of free partiles T (p1; p2; �),the invariant prodution amplitude Tb(pb;S; �0) of a two{partile bound systemwith spin S is related to the spae time representation T or �p of T0 and toBethe-Salpeter amplitude of bound system 	S(�)b;pb (x1; x2) = [	S(+)b;pb (x1; x2)℄� =[eipbX S(+)b (x)℄�Tb(pb;S; �0) = Z d4x1 d4x2	S(�)b;pb (x1; x2)T0(x1; x2;S; �0) = Z d4x S(�)b (x)�P (x;S; �0)(2.51)



2.4. BOUND SYSTEMS 17The orresponding prodution ross setion an be written using two-partilespae-time density matries �S or �PS de�ned by Equation (2.11)(2�)3bd3�Sbd3pb = Z d4x1 d4x2 d4x01 d4x02�S(x1; x2; x01; x02)	S(�)b;pb (x1; x2)	S(�)�b;pb (x01; x02) == Z d4x d4x0�PS(x; x0) S(�)b (x) S(�)�b (x0) (2.52)and similar to Eq. (2.13), we an also rewrite the formula for prodution rosssetion of the bound system through the referene spetrum de�ned in Eq. (2.12)where p1 := p2 := pb=2 and 1 := 2 := b (i.e. eq := 0)d3�Sbd3pb = (2�)3b d6�0d3p1d3p2GS(p1; p2)D	S(�)b;pb (x1; x2)	S(�)�b;pb (x01; x02)E0p1p2S == (2�)3b d6�0d3p1d3p2GS(p1; p2)D S(�)b (x) S(�)�b (x0)E00PS : (2.53)Note, that in ase of equal partile emission times in pair .m.s., the amplitude S(�)b (x), whih desribes the relative motion of bound partiles, oinides withthe usual non-relativisti stationary solution of the two-partile bound system Sb (r�).Smoothness assumption and equal-time approximationWe an simplify the problem of prodution of a weakly a bound system in similarway we proeed the problem of two free partiles. If the smoothness ondition(2.27) is ful�lled, the prodution ross setion an be rewritten into the approxi-mate form using two-partile emission funtion de�ned by Eq.(2.20)(2�)3bd3�Sbd3pb := Z d4x1 d4x2GS(x1; p1; x2; p2)j S(+)b (x)j2 == Z d4xgPS(x; 0)j S(+)b (x)j2 �� (2�)612 d6�0d3p1d3p2GShj S(+)b (x)j2i0PS; (2.54)where pi = pbmi=(m1 +m2).In ase that ondition (2.34) is valid we an use the time-equal approximationwhih allows us to substitute Bethe-Salpeter amplitude by non-relativisti wavefuntion and in analogy to Eq.(2.36) we an writebd3�Sbd3pb := (2�)312 d6�0d3p1d3p2GShj Sb (r�)j2i0PS; (2.55)



18 CHAPTER 2. PRINCIPLES OF PARTICLE CORRELATIONwhere b = fn0g and pi = pbmi=(m1 + m2); for equal-mass partiles are p1 =p2 = pb=2 and 1 = 2 = b.Comparing the Eqs. (2.55) and (2.36) we see that the prodution of a weaklybound two-partile system is losely related with the prodution of two partilesin ontinuous spetrum at small relative veloities in their .m.s.(d3�Sbd3pb )( d6�d3p1d3p2 ) � hj Sb (r�)j2i0PShj S�k�(r�)j2ieqPS : (2.56)Moreover, sine the Shr�odinger equation at a small negative energy ��b =��2=(2�) pratially oinides with that in ontinuous spetrum at zero energy,the r�-dependene of the orresponding wave funtions at a given orbital angularmomentum l and r� � ��1 is the same.This relation was �rstly formulated by A.B. Migdal [15℄ in onnetion withthe prodution of non-relativisti deuterons and then generalised [16℄ to the rel-ativisti ase and the inlusive prodution. Similar relation was obtained, in thelimit of an instantaneous emission from a point-like region, also for the ase ofthe prodution of pure Coulomb hadroni atoms [17℄. A omplete treatment ofthe prodution of weakly bound systems, aounting for the �nite-size e�ets,an be found in Ref. [18℄.



Chapter 3Theoretial Bakground ofExperimentThe aim of DIRAC experiment is to measure the lifetime of pionium (A2�), anatom onsisting of �+ and �� mesons. The lifetime is dominated by the satteringproess �+�� ! �0�0 and, therefore it is related to the �� sattering lengths,allowing to determine them.3.1 MotivationQuantum Chromodynamis (QCD) is onsidered as the elementary theory ofstrong interation today. Essentially, it is a perturbation theory with a runningoupling onstant. Due to an inreasing value of the oupling onstant withdereasing energy the theory meets some diÆulties in the low energy region.The two most widely aepted approahes developed to remedy this problem arethe lattie QCD and the Chiral Perturbation Theory (ChPT).ChPT is an e�etive theory whih provides preditions by forgoing the quarkand gluon degrees of freedom in favour of omposite hadron interations. ChPTdesribes the problem of pion sattering with a high preision. The reent pre-dition of isosalar a0 and isotensor a2 S-wave �� sattering lengths inludingorretions up to two loops are aording to [19℄ [20℄a0 = 0:220� 0:005[m�1� ℄ a2 = �0:0444� 0:0010[m�1� ℄ (3.1)and their di�erene a0 � a2 = 0:265� 0:004[m�1� ℄: (3.2)Despite this theoretial omputation done with a very high preision therewas lak of experimental tests of these values for a long time. At the time ofpreparation of DIRAC experiment of whih the main goal is just to measure thedi�erene ja0 � a2j with a 5% auray, the experimental value of this di�erenewas known with � 20% preision. 19



20 CHAPTER 3. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND OF EXPERIMENTThe most preise measurement of the sattering lengths has been performedreently by the E865 experiment at Brookhaven Alternating Gradient Synhrotron[21℄. A Ke4 deay branh K� ! �+��e��e(��e) was onsidered and a0 was ob-tained a0 = 0:216� 0:013(stat:)� 0:002(syst:)� 0:002(theor:): (3.3)In this ase, a0 was determined with 6% preision. During a0 evaluation theChPT preditions had to be relied on.A value of the �� sattering length a2 was found in a model-dependent wayby an experiment performed at TRIUMF [22℄, whih analysed the proess �+p!�+�+n near the prodution threshold. Pion data were aumulated for severalenergy values ranging from 172 MeV to 200 MeV and a2 was found to bea2 = �0:040� 0:003: (3.4)The latter value was determined with the 7.5% preision and is in agreement withthe ChPT predition mentioned in Eq.(3.1).Contrary to these experiments DIRAC provides the model independent mea-surement of ja0 � a2j and serves a ruial test of the ChPT preditions.3.2 Pionium LifetimePionium (A2�) is an eletromagnetially bound system of �+ and �� (�+��-atom) with the ground state binding energy Eb = 1:86keV orresponding toBohr radius a = 387fm and Bohr momentum pb = 0:51MeV . Its existene was�rstly on�rmed by experiment done in Serpuhov laboratory in 1994 [23℄. Thelower limit on A2� lifetime of � > 1:8� 10�15s (90% CL) was set up here.The dominant deay is into �0�0 with branhing ratio of 99.6%.1 Thus, thelifetime is dominated by the harge-exhange sattering proess �+�� ! �0�0pratially on zero energy (due to the small binding energy pions are pratiallyon mass-shell with the very small relative momentum pb). So the lifetime diretlydepends on �� sattering amplitudes a0 and a2 and the leading order formula forthe A2� lifetime in ground state reads [24℄1� = �LOA2� = 29�3p�(a0 � a2)2; (3.5)where � is �ne-struture onstant (� 1=137) andp� =qM2�+ �M2�0 � 1=4�2M2�+ (3.6)1The other possible deay is into . Due to a very small probability of this hannel it isnegleted here.



3.3. METHOD OF LIFETIME MEASUREMENT 21is the �0 momentum in the A2� rest frame. The lifetimes of higher n states �nare onneted to the ground state lifetime as:�n = �n3: (3.7)As the lifetime strongly depends on the energy level, the annihilation stronglyfavours low-n states and ours only for the states with even orbital quantumnumbers l. The strong deays of odd{l states into pairs of idential bosons areforbidden by the onservation of parity.Applying the Chiral Perturbation theory methods Gasser et. al. [25℄ havetaken into aount for higher order orretions and obtained the more preiseformula for A2� ground state lifetime�A2� = 29�3p�(a0 � a2)2(1 + Æ�); (3.8)with2 Æ� = (5:8� 1:2)� 10�2. Combined with (3.2) the theoretial predition ofA2� lifetime in ground state is �1s = 2:9� 0:1 fs: (3.9)3.3 Method of Lifetime MeasurementThe diret measurement of A2� lifetime is due to its very small value pratiallyimpossible. Therefore an indiret method based on the determination of A2�breakup probability Pbr is used.There is a small but �nite probability that two oppositely harged pions pro-dued in a primary interation will reate the bound state - A2� atom. Afterits reation pionium ies through the target and an either deay into �0�0orinterat with atoms of the target and thus be exited or broken-up. The produtof this breakup is a �+��pair with very small relative momentum (q < 3MeV=).The breakup probability Pbr, de�ned as a ratio of the numbers of broken-upnA and produed NA A2� atoms Pbr = nANA ; (3.10)an be alulated for a given target material and a thikness as a funtion ofthe A2� momentum and the lifetime. The measurement of Pbr thus allows todetermine the A2� lifetime (Fig. 3.1).Due to very distint features of �+��pairs from broken-up A2� (Q < 3MeV=,opening angle < 3mrad), the nA an be measured from the exess of �+��pairs2To a ertain degree, the inlusion of Æt undermines the laim that the ja0�a2j di�erene maybe obtained from the lifetime in a model-independent way. However, this orretion amountsto a 6% hange in the deay width in Eq. (3.5).
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Figure 3.1: Probability of A2� breakup Pbr in the target as a funtion of A2�lifetimeat very small relative momentum. As for NA, it an be alulated using therelation between the two-pion prodution in ontinuous (free pions) and disrete(bound pions) spetrum.3.3.1 Prodution of A2�Sine A2� is weakly bound system its prodution an be desribed aording toSetion 2.4. In the following let us �rst neglet the strong FSI. Pions emerg-ing from a high energy proton-nuleus ollision may be either produed diretlyor stem from strong deays (\short-lived" soures like � or � resonanes) andeletromagneti or weak deays (\long-lived" soures like �, � or K).The typial distane between emission points of pion pairs produed diretlyor from short-lived soures is on level of several fm while for pairs from long-livedsoures this distane is very large. Sine the relative spae-time distane betweenthe emission points x enters in the �+�� pure Coulomb amplitudes  (�)oulq (x)and  (�)oulb (x) saled by the Bohr radius a = 387:5fm, one an put in Eqs. (2.36)and (2.55)  �k�(x) � e�ik�r�j oul�k�(0)j and  b(x) �  oulb (0) for the fration � ofthe pairs with both pions from short-lived soures, and  �k�(x) � e�i~qx=2 and b(x) �  oulb (1) = 0 for the remaining fration (1 � �), respetively. As aresult, Eqs. (2.36) and (2.55) redue tod6�d3p1d3p2 � d6�0d3p1d3p2 g[�j oul�k�(0)j2 + (1� �)℄; (3.11)d3�d3pb � (2�)3b d6�0d3p1d3p2g�j oulb (0)j2; (3.12)where �0 represents the prodution ross setion of pions without inuene of FSIand g is a normalisation parameter. The expression for the prodution of bound�+�� system implies p1 := p2 := pb=2 and 1 := 2 := b.



3.3. METHOD OF LIFETIME MEASUREMENT 23The squares of the non-relativisti Coulomb wave funtions at zero separationare j oul�k�(0)j2 = A(�); � = (k�a)�1; (3.13)j oulb (0)j2 = Æl0(�jaj3n3)�1: (3.14)Here a = �(�e2)�1 = �387:5 fm is the Bohr radius aounting for the oppo-site signs of the pion harges. A(�) is Coulomb penetration fator (also alledGammov-Sommerfeld fator) de�ned by Eg. (2.43). The prodution of free�+��pairs is enhaned at small q = 2k� as 4�=(jajq) and at large q it approahesunity as 1 + 2�=(jajq).In this approah the pairs of two free pions, both produed diretly or fromshort-lived soure, undergo Coulomb FSI and therefor they are further alledCoulomb pairs. The rest of free pairs is not inuened by Coulomb FSI and thatis why they are alled non-Coulomb pairs.As for the bound �+�� pairs b = fnlg, at zero separation they are produedonly in the s-wave states fn0g and the frations with given main quantum num-bers n are uniquely �xed by the n�3 law in Eq. (3.14).From formulae (3.11) and (3.12) we see a lear relation between the numberof produed A2� atoms NA and the Coulomb pairs NCC for low q, 0 � q � q0.We an de�ne a theoretial k-fatorkth(q0) � NANCC = (2��m�)3� 1Pn=1 1n3�(q0)R0 AC(�)d3� (3.15)whih equals to 0:615 for q0 = 2MeV=.In order to aount for the �nite size of the pion prodution region and of thetwo-pion strong FSI, the squares of the Coulomb wave funtions in Eqs. (3.11)and (3.12) must be substituted by the square of the omplete wave funtions,averaged over the distane r�.3 Formally we an writed6�d3p1d3p2 := d6�0d3p1d3p2f�[1 + Æ(k�)℄A(�) + (1� �)g; (3.16)d3�d3pb := (2�)3b d3�0d3p1d3p2�(1 + Æb)j oulb (0)j2; (3.17)where 1 + Æ(k�) := 
j oul�k�(r�)j2�SLSeqP =A(�); (3.18)1 + Æb := 
j oulb (r�)j2�SLS0P =j oulb (0)j2: (3.19)3In addition, we should inlude proesses �0�0 ! A2� as well as �0�0 ! �+�� but theirontribution is small and is negleted here. See [26℄, Setion 7 for the omplete treatment.
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1 2 30 4 5Figure 3.2: Relative momentum distributions (q, qL) for atomi �+��pairs atthe point of break-up and at the exit of the target. Note that qL is almost nota�eted by multiple sattering in the target.The averaging is done over r�{distribution related to the short{lived soures(SLS). Aording to Migdal's argument [15℄, we an put [27℄Æb := Æ(0) (3.20)provided the harateristi distane of the pion short-lived soures is muh lessthan the two-pion Bohr radius jaj.Adopting the Eq. (3.20) we an onlude that these orretions basiallyanel in the k-fator (Eq. (3.15)) for small q0. Thus �nite size and strong FSIorretion an be negleted for kth up to a orretion of only a fration of aperent [26℄.3.3.2 Propagation of A2� through targetOne produed, the A2� atoms propagate with relativisti veloity (average Lorentzfator  � 17 under DIRAC experiment ondition) through the target and aneither interat, mainly eletromagnetially, with atoms of the target or annihilateinto �0�0. During interation with target atoms, A2� an be exited or de-exitedinto higher or lower n-state or broken up into free pair �+��(atomi pairs). Thispairs exhibit spei� kinemati features [17℄ whih allow to identify them exper-imentally, namely at very low relative momenta q and qL (the omponent of ~qparallel to the total pair momentum P) as show in Fig. 3.2



3.3. METHOD OF LIFETIME MEASUREMENT 25The evolution senario of A2� in the target has been modelled using relativistiatomi transport equation and Glauber and Born sattering ross-setions. Anatom was propagated through a series of disrete steps, where at the end of eahstep the atom's evolution is deided based on the following expressions for theprobabilities per unit length:Panh = 1�anhnlm = 2M�p�n3� ; l = 00 ; l 6= 0Pds = �n0l0m0nlm �N0APbr = �1nlm�N0A ; (3.21)where �n0l0m0nlm and �1nlm are exitation (de-exitation) and breakup ross-setions,respetively, � is the target density, A the atomi number of the target material,N0 is the Avogadro's number, �anhnlm is the mean free path for annihilation and p�is the A2� laboratory momentum.For the ChPT lifetime predition of 2:9fs the simulated Pbr for a 95�m Nitarget orresponds to 45% with preision of 1% [28℄.3.3.3 Pbr determinationIn order to evaluate the break-up probability Pbr, the total number of produedA2� atoms NA and the total number nA of atomi pairs from broken-up A2� mustbe determined. None of them are diretly measurable. They are extrated fromthe measured q and qL, respetive, spetra of �+��pairs.4Two distribution of q and ql are measured: prompt and aidental, respe-tively. Into the �rst one only pairs of simultaneously reated pions (j�tj < 0:5ns)ontribute. The seond one onsist of pairs where eah pion was produed in dif-ferent primary interation (and di�erent times j�tj > 5ns). Hene they are unor-related and an serve as a referene spetrum not inuened by FSI (� d6�0d3p1d3p2 ).The prompt distribution omprises of atomi, Coulomb, non-Coulomb and someadmixture of aidentals pairs (See Table (3.1) for their lassi�ation).Note that due to a di�erent kinematis ondition for reation of aidentaland prompt pairs the aidentals must be orreted to get referene spetrum[29℄.The method of determination of NA and na is the following. First, the on-tribution of aidental pairs in the prompt distribution is subtrated. This leanprompt spetrum is �tted using formula Eg.(3.11) where the ross-setion d6�0d3p1d3p24The q distribution of �+��pairs is a�eted by multiple sattering in target, mainly intransverse diretion, while qL is almost not inuened (Fig. (3.2)). Thus the analysis is doneindependently for both spetra and �nal results are ompared.



26 CHAPTER 3. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND OF EXPERIMENTPion Pair Type OriginAtomi pairs Breakup-ed A2� atoms. Atoms originatedonly from pairs where both pions are pro-dued diretly or from short-lived souresCoulomb pairs Both pions are reated diretly or from short-lived souresNon-Coulomb pairs At least one pion ome from a long-livedsoureAidental pairs Pions reated in two separated primary in-terationTable 3.1: Classi�ation of pairs by their originis substituted by orreted measured distribution of aidentals d6Norrad3p1d3p2 . This �tis done for q > 4MeV= in the area where the atomi pairs are absent. The�tted funtion is extrapolated into the region of q < 4MeV= and the exess ofmeasured distribution over this funtion determines the number n0A of observedatomi pairs. This funtion brings at one information about ontribution ofCoulomb (� �A(�)) and non-Coulomb (� (1 � �)) pairs into this q-region. Sowe an determine the number of deteted Coulomb pairs n0CC .From the full Monte-Carlo simulation of detetor response the eÆienies ofdetetion for Coulomb �CC and atomi �A pairs are determined. The total numberof atomi pairs is then nA = n0A=�A. To obtain the total number of produed A2�atoms we use the relation (3.15) between number of Coulomb pairs and A2� atomsand we get NA = kth(q)n0CC=�CC . The breakup probability is given byPbr = nANA = 1kth(q) �CC�A n0An0CC (3.22)Let us remind that here we used assumption of prodution of Coulomb pairswith spatial separation r� � jaj and non-Coulomb pairs with separation r� � jaj.This approah is violated for pion pairs ontaining pions from deays of some res-onanes suh as ! and �0 with the path lengths of about 30 and 900 fm, respe-tively. While their inuene pratially anels in k � th-fator, the orretiondue to this e�et in n0A and n0CC an be up to several perent. The study of theinuene of �nite size of prodution region is the subjet of this work.



Chapter 4DIRAC apparatusThe DIRAC experimental setup is designed for preise measurement of �+��pairswith very low relative momentum. After a alibration at the end of 1998 DIRAChas been olleting data sine summer 1999. A detailed desription of DIRACdouble arm spetrometer is published in [30℄.4.1 General layout desriptionThe DIRAC apparatus is loated at the T8 proton beam line of 24 GeV= mo-mentum in East Hall of the PS aelerator at CERN.It is designed like double{arm spetrometer with ruial task to detet lose�+�� pairs with high resolution over the pair relative momentum. The mainparts of setup are proton beam line, target station, seondary partile vauumhannel, spetrometer magnet and detetors plaed upstream and downstreamto the magnet. A top view of DIRAC setup with the indiation of the variousdetetor an be seen on Figure 4.1 while Figure 4.2 shows a side view.The seondary hannel is arranged at an angle 5:7Æ upwards with respet tothe proton beam. The horizontal and vertial aeptane of the hannel is �1Æ.The upstream part is instrumented with the following detetors: mirostrip gashambers (MSGC), sintillating �bre detetor (SFD) and sintillation ionisationhodosope (IH). The downstream part onsists of two idential arms along whihare these detetors: drift hambers (DC), vertial (VH) and horizontal (HH)hodosope, �Cerenkov ounter (CH), preshower detetor (PSH) and muon detetor(MU). The arms are deeted from spetrometer axis by 19Æ to opposite sides inorder to detet positive and negative harged partiles.4.2 Beam lines, target station and magnetThe protons are extrated from PS to T8 beam line in spills with duration of� 400 � 500ms using a slow ejetion mode. During data taking from 1 to 527
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Figure 4.1: Shemati top view of the DIRAC spetrometer. Moving from thetarget station towards the magnet there are 4 planes of mirostrip gas hambers(GEM/MSGC), 3 planes of sintillating �bre detetors (SFD) and 4 planes ofionisation hodosope (IH). Downstream the dipole magnet, on eah arm of thespetrometer, there are 4 stations of drift hambers (DC), vertial and horizon-tal sintillation hodosopes (VH, HH), gas �Cerenkov ounter (CH), preshowerdetetor (PSH) and, behind the iron absorber, muon detetor (MU).spills are delivered to DIRAC experiment per one PS super-yle of 14 � 19sduration. The obvious intensity is � 1� 1011 proton per spill for Ni target. Thedimension of beam spot at the target loation is in vertial diretion x = 1:6mmand horizontal one y = 3:2mm at 2� level.After passing the target station the primary beam ontinues in a vauum linebelow the spetrometer into a beam dump. Both the line and the beam dump areequipped by an appropriate shielding to derease bakground in the apparatus.(The detetor's ounting rates are � 25 times higher when a target is in plaethan with the target out of plae.)The vauum target station houses a devie with 12 holders for targets whihan be remotely hanged. During data taking targets made of Pt (28�m thik),Ni (94 and 98�m thik) and Ti (250�m thik) were used.The seondary hannel is delined at an angle 5:7Æ upwards with respet tothe primary proton beam. It extends vauum part from the target through themagnet up to the drift hambers with an open air gap of � 1:5m length whihallows to insert the upstream detetors (see Figure 4.1).The dipole spetrometer magnet is plaed at 8:5m distane from target and
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Figure 4.2: Side view of the DIRAC setup. The seondary partile hannel isinlined by 5:7Æ with respet to the primary proton beam.has an aperture 1:55� 0:50m2 (W �H). The applied magneti �eld B = 1:65T(BL = 2:2Tm) splits the positive and negative harged partiles into the oppositearms and allows the measurement of their momenta. The magneti �eld wasarefully measured and parametrised to allow preise reonstrution of traks ofpartiles with di�erent momenta, see [31℄.4.3 Upstream detetorsThe upstream detetors are plaed lose to the target. Their main task is apreision measurement of lose partile traks with high detetion rate and ef-�ieny. It is important for a sharp determination of pairs relative momenta.These detetors are also used in high levels of the trigger.4.3.1 MSGC detetorThe Miro Strip Gas Chamber detetor is plaed at a distane of 2:4m fromthe interation point. It is a proportional gas detetor based on the priniple ofGas Eletron Ampli�er omplemented with the seond ampli�ation and read-out provided by Miro Strip Gas Chambers. The shemati view is shown onFigure 4.3. It is the �rst usage of this type of detetor in a real experiment.The detetor onsists of four independent subdetetors whih allow to measurepartile oordinates in four orientations 0Æ, 90Æ, 5Æ, 85Æ with respet to vertialline. The average eÆieny of partile detetion by one plane of 10:24�10:24m2ative area is 93%. This yields eÆieny of 75% for all four planes required fora trak reonstrution. Although a single hit resolution is 54�m, a double trakresolution for lose-lying traks falls down to and is of the order of 500 to 700�m.The time resolution amounts approximately to 200ns.The omplete setup of the detetor has been plaed on from year 2001 witha typial \o�-time" about 40%.
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Figure 4.3: Layout of the MSGC detetor.4.3.2 Sintillation Fibre DetetorThe Sintillation Fibre Detetor enables to perform traking upstream to themagnet and triggering. It is plaed at a distane of 2:95m from the target andovers an ative area of 105 � 105mm2. Originally, it onsisted of two planes(X and Y) whih measured trak oordinates in two perpendiular diretions. In2002 the third one (U) was added. It allows to measure trak oordinates in thediretion inlined by an angle 45Æ from X and Y diretion. This signi�antlyimproves the trak-�nding mehanism in the upstream region.Eah of X and Y planes has 240 sensitive olumns. One olumn is omposedfrom �ve sintillating KURARAY �bres (SiFi) with length of 130mm and diam-eter of 0:50mm. Eah �bre is onneted to a lear light guide of � 300mm length.The edges of lear �bres belonging to one olumn are assembled in a bundle andarefully polished and glued into holes of a square blak plate whih �xes the�bres endings on the position sensitive photomultiplier (PSPM). In total thereare 16 hannels per PSPM (Hamamatsu H6568) and 15 PSPM to yield all the 240hannels per one plane. The level of optial ross-talk among PSPM hannelswas measured to be of the order of 1%. The pith of one sensitive olumn is0:44mm and the thikness of one plane is about � 2mm.U plane, in ontrast to X and Y planes, onsists of only three layers of sin-tillating �bres with a little bit higher diameter of 0:57mm. There is 320 ativeolumns in 5 setions of di�erent �bre lengths (150; 130 and 70mm) to overroughly the same sensitive area like X and Y planes.A layout illustrating the main harateristis of SFD planes is shown on Fig-
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Figure 4.4: The SFD prinipal struture. A 16-hannel fragment is shown.ure 4.4.The readout eletronis ontains a dediated peak sensing iruit (PSC) whihprovides a signal disrimination and a dynami rejetion of ross-talk in adjaenthannels. The PSC disriminates the signal aording to the ondition2Ai � Ai�1 � Ai+1 > Athr;where Ai; Ai�1 and Ai+1 are signal amplitudes and Athr de�nes the thresholdvalue. For time orrelated (time di�erene Æt < 5ns) two traks with a relativedistane larger than one olumn pith the PSC suessfully eliminates unwantedross-talk. However, if two adjaent sensitive olumns are rossed by two partilessimultaneously, PSC algorithm suppresses one hit with a probability of about50%. In suh ase the signature from double trak event annot be distinguishedfrom a single trak events using SFD detetor alone. The distintion between thesingle trak events and lose-lying double trak events an partly be remediedusing the ionisation hodosope (IH) signal, sine double trak events deposit onaverage more energy in IH than single trak events. For double trak events withrelative time di�erene greater than 5ns PSC behaves as an ordinary leading edgedisriminator. The ineÆienies due to the PSC and PSC time-orrelation warestudied in [32℄. The detailed desription of PSC an be found in [33℄.SFD performane is inuened by the high ux of partiles at the position ofdetetor near the interation point and by a non-negligible amount of satteredpartiles rossing detetor side ward. The one trak ineÆieny is estimated tobe 5%, for double ionization events with two traks requirement the eÆieny isabout 91% [32℄. The time resolution was found to be 0:8ns and the spae reso-lution is equivalent to pith of sensitive olumn 440�m. Double trak resolutionis distorted for lose-lying trak due to PSC behaviour.
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Figure 4.5: Isometri view of the Ionisation Hodosope. 1 { sintillators, 2 {light-guides, 3 { photomultipliers with shielding.4.3.3 Ionisation HodosopeFor DIRAC experiment the measurement of lose traks is ruial. From theabove disussion about SFD detetor it is lear that SFD does not ful�l thistask suÆiently. To solve this problem the tehnique based on a measurement ofionisation losses is used as well. Dediated Ionisation Hodosope (IH) has beenbuilt to separate single trak hits from double lose-lying traks by means of theirionisation losses.The present IH detetor was installed in 2001 to replae old one. It is plaedat a distane of 3:05m from the target and overs a sensitive area of 11� 11m2.It onsists of four planes, two with slabs oriented in X diretion, two in Y. Eahplane is assembled from 16 plasti sintillating slabs of 11m length, 7mm widthand 1mm thikness. ( The old detetor was of a similar design but only with twoplanes and a slab thikness of 2mm.) Planes with the same slab orientation areshifted by the half slab width with respet to eah other. Eah slab is onnetedto one photomultiplier photo{athode (FEU-85) via 2mm thik and 7mm wideLuite light guide. The nonsensitive gap between slabs is less then 70�m wide.Figure 4.5 shows isometri view of IH detetor.The ADC and TDC signals of IH are read out and are available during theo�-line analysis. The ADC spetra for single and double ionisation events areshown in Figure 4.6. If the threshold is set to retain 95% of double ionisationsignal, the ontamination of single partile amplitudes is less than 15%. The timeresolution of IH is better than 1ns.4.4 Downstream detetorsThe downstream detetors form two arms of DIRAC spetrometer, whih aredeeted from the axis of the seondary hannel by 19Æ to opposite sides. The
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Figure 4.6: Typial ADC spetra for single (solid line) and double (dashed line)ionisation loss from partiles rossing one IH sintillating slab.detetors ful�l several tasks: the measurement of spae parameters of trak aftermagnet (DC), identi�ation of eletrons and muons (CH,PSH and MU) and fasttriggering and time measurement (VH and HH).4.4.1 Drift ChambersThe drift hambers system is used to perform partile traking downstreamthe spetrometer magnet. It is designed to sustain high partile ueny up to10kHz=m2. It is formed by seven independent modules, three in eah arm (DC-2, DC-3 and DC-4) and one ommon for both arms (DC-1).The largest module DC-1 is plaed lose to the spetrometer magnet andhouses two separated sensitive areas of 0:4 � 0:8 m2 eah. This hamber pro-vides six suessive measurements of the partile trajetory along the oordinatesX,Y,W,X,Y,W, where W denotes a measurement along diretion inlined 11:3Æwith respet to the X. It is instrumented by 800 eletroni hannels.Eah of the arms is further equipped with three hambers, performing themeasurements of X, Y (DC-2), X, Y (DC-3) and X, Y, X, Y (DC-4) oordinatesof traks. Their sensitives areas are :40� :80 m2 (DC-2), 0:40� 1:12 m2 (DC-3)and :40� 1:28 m2 (DC-4). Both arms ontain together 1216 eletroni hannels.The main harateristi of DC modules are summarised in Table 4.1A shemati drawing of the sensitive element is shown in Figure 4.7. Theanode wires pith is 10mm, the distane between the anode and athode planesis 5mm. The athode planes and potential wires are at equal voltages. Thesensitive area, orresponding to eah anode wire and limited by athode planes



34 CHAPTER 4. DIRAC APPARATUSModule Sensitive Number Measured Numberarea [m2℄ of hannels oordinate of planesDC-1 40� 80 400 X 2+2+ + Y 2+240� 80 400 W 2+2DC-2 40� 80 120 X 1Y 1DC-3 40� 112 152 X 1Y 1DC-4 40� 128 336 X 2Y 2Table 4.1: General properties of DC modulesand potential wires, has a square shape area of 10�10 mm2. In this on�gurationwith, a suitable gas mixture it is possible to ahieve a linear behaviour of the driftfuntion exept of a small region near potential wires.

Figure 4.7: Shemati view of the wire hamber eletrodes: AW { anode wires,PW { potential wires, C { athode foils. Dimensions are in mm.Cathode planes are made of 20 �m thik arbon-oated mylar foils with sur-fae resistivity of about 400 
=m2. This solution provides stable hamber opera-tion due to a high work funtion of arbon oating together with a small amountof material added along the partile path.Anode and potential wires of 50 and 100 �m diameter, respetively, are madeof a opper-beryllium alloy. The rather large diameter of the anode wires has beenhosen in order to operate the hambers at high urrent avalanhe ampli�ationmode.The employed gas mixture is Ar(� 50%) + iC4H10(� 50%) +H2(0:5%) andthe hamber operation voltage is 3:85 kV .
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Figure 4.8: Distribution of di�erenes between the measured and predited X-oordinate for one drift hamber plane (X4).The DC eletronis is a ustom-made system [34℄ whih provides read-outinto the data olleting memories and input to the trigger proessor. It onsistsof TDCs, whih are mounted onto the hamber frames, bus drivers, read-outontrollers and VME memories. The aepted data are transferred to the VMEbu�ers within 5 �s on average.Coordinate resolution of the DC system is demonstrated in Fig 4.8, where thedistribution of di�erenes between the predited position and measured oordi-nates in one of the planes is shown. The measured standard deviation � = 100 �mis de�ned not only by intrinsi hamber plane resolution but also by the aurayof the predited trak oordinates. Taking the latter into aount the intrinsispae resolution of one plane is better than 90 �m.The average trak eÆieny of one hamber is about 97%. The trak eÆ-ieny of the DC system as a whole is about 99%, due to the redundany of themeasurement.4.4.2 Vertial HodosopeVertial Hodosope is designed to ahieve very high time resolution to be able todistinguish between the partile pairs from one primary proton interation andthe partiles produed at two di�erent primary interations. Furthermore, it isused in ooperation with other detetors in several levels of the trigger system.Two VH telesopes are plaed at a distane of 11:6 m from target, one perarm (VH1 and VH2). With the sensitive area 0:4 � 1:3 m2 they are mathingthe aeptane of DC. Eah of the telesopes onsists of 18 vertial sintillation
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Figure 4.9: Time di�erene spetrum for e+e� pairs deteted by the VertialHodosope, after path length orretion. Data ome from a sample of e+e�alibration triggers.ounters made from BICRON BC420 with dimensions of 40 m length, 7 mwidth and 2:2 m thikness. Sintillation light is olleted at both ends of slabby two photomultipliers (Hamamatsu R1828-01). Voltage dividers are designedto operate at partile rates up to 2 MHz without any degradation of the timeresolution. The front-end eletronis use LeCroy L3420 onstant fration disrim-inators followed by CAEN C561 meantimers to provide a position independenttime measurement. After appropriate delay the signal is treated by TDC systemwith the least ount of 62ps.The detetion eÆieny of telesopes is slightly di�erent, for positive arm itis 99:5% and for negative one 98:8%The time resolution of VH was measured using e+e� pairs reated in  on-version or Dalitz deay of �0. This pairs are almost synhronous in time, as thetime of ight is momentum independent in the available momentum aeptaneregion. Figure 4.9 shows the time di�erene distribution of detetion of theseeletron pairs as measured by VH telesopes in opposite arms and orreted ondi�erent paths of ight. The �tted width of distribution � = 174ps orrespondsto intrinsi an time resolution of one slab � = 127ps.The time di�erenes for events with pion ag is demonstrated in Figure 4.10.The entral peak of time orrelated pions (prompt events) has a width � = 193ps.The at bakground is omposed of time unorrelated pairs (aidental pairs),whih do not originate in one primary beam interation. The shoulder on the
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Figure 4.10: Time di�erene between harged positive and negative partilesobtained from standard hadron trigger data. The entral peak has a Gaussianwidth of 193 ps, and the shaded area represents a 2� ut used to selet prompt�� events. The at bakground is originated from aidental pairs, not belongingto the same beam interation. Note the shoulder on the right{hand side of thepeak, due to ��p prompt pairs.right side of the peak is the e�et of admixture of ��p pairs.The timing apability of VH allows to separate �+��pairs from ��p in themomentum range from 1 to 5 GeV= and from �K pairs in the range from 1 to2:5 GeV=, as illustrated in Figure 4.11.4.4.3 Horizontal HodosopeHorizontal Hodosope detetor is, as VH one, separated into two arms. Eah ofthem overs ative area of 0:4� 1:3 m2 and onsists of 16 sintillating slabs ori-ented in horizontal diretion (X{diretion). Slabs are made of BICRON BC420sintillating material with dimensions of 130 m at length, 2:5 m at width andwith a thikness of 2:5 m. Their ends are onneted through lightguides toPhillips XP 2008 photomultipliers whih are equipped, as VH ones, with volt-age dividers to allow high ounting apability. The front{end eletronis systemontains the same elements as VH.The HH partiipates at T1 trigger and its response is used to apply ompla-
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Figure 4.11: Correlation between the measured momentum of the positive parti-le and the VH time di�erene between the positive and negative spetrometerarm, taking into aount the orretion for the di�erene in path length. Theaumulation bands orrespond to ���+ (vertial band) and ��p (urved band)pairs. A small luster of ��K+ pairs is also visible in the intermediate region.narity riterion to trak pairs hitting both detetors arms. This riterion seletsoppositely harged partiles with relative vertial displaement less then 7:5 m.The single hit detetion eÆieny of HH is better than 96:6% on both arms andthe time resolution is 320 ps. It is worse than for VH due to greater length ofslabs.4.4.4 �Cerenkov Counters�Cerenkov Counters play a ruial role in rejetion of main bakground omposedof e+e� pairs from photon onversion, Dalitz deay of �0 and a minor extend fromresonane deay. They are used in low levels of the trigger system and duringo�-line analysis.They onsist of two idential threshold �Cerenkov detetors loated in dis-tane of 11:8 m from target. Eah detetor overs one spetrometer arm. Thegas radiator, N2 at normal temperature and pressure (� �C = 1:4Æ), is enlosedin volume de�ned by entrane and exit windows at distane of 2:85m and withdimensions 0:56�1:43 m2 and 0:96�3:36 m2, respetively. The pairs of adjaentmirrors ( spherially deformed retangles with average dimensions 0:30�0:35 m2
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Figure 4.12: ADC spetrum from one �Cerenkov photomultiplier: (a) spetrumfrom pions (pratially equal to the ADC pedestal distribution), (b) amplitudesignal from single photoeletron, () spetrum from eletrons.and 6mm thikness) reet �Cerenkov light into the same photomultiplier (Hama-matsu R1587 with 130mm UV-glass window). Eah detetor is equipped with 10pairs of mirrors and 10 photomultipliers on two rows.The analog signals from individual photomultipliers are fed into two ustom-made summing modules , one per arm. The sum is after disrimination used intrigger for tagging of eletrons. The sum and signals of individual photomultipli-ers are fed , after a delay line, into ADC units (LeCroy 4300B) and are availablefor o�-line analysis and the detetor tuning.The typial ADC spetra from one �Cerenkov hannel are shown in Figure4.12. The single photo-eletron spetrum was used to ross-hek the onversionfator from ADC ounts to number of photoeletrons (Npe). The mean valuesare Npe = 16:2 and 16:4 respetively. From these values it was inferred thatboth ounters have an eÆieny greater than 99:8% when operated at a thresholdslightly less than two photoeletrons. The pion ontamination above the detetionthreshold is estimated to be less than 1:5%.4.4.5 PreshowerPreshower detetor (PSH) is used in the low level trigger logi and during o�-lineanalysis allows additional elimination of eletron bakground.PSH is situated at a distane of 15:4 m from target and in eah arm overssensitive area of 0:75 � 2:8 m2. The detetor onept is based on a di�erentbehaviour of eletrons and pions in matter. When eletron ies through lead sheetit initialises eletromagneti showers while pion behaves mainly as a minimumionising partile. The signal registered after the lead absorber strongly depends
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Figure 4.13: Pulse-height spetra for pions and eletrons in one element of PSH.on a speies of a partile. For eletrons it is stronger than for pions.PSH is built like an array of 8 elements per one arm. Eah element has alead onverter and one sintillating slab of 0:75� :35 m2 size and 1 m thikness.On one of its side eah slab is onneted through a light guide to EMI 9954-Bphotomultiplier. The lead onverters of the two outermost elements of eah arm( low momentum region) are 10mm thik, whereas the rest of them are 25mmthik.The detetor signals are linearly split into two branhes, one used for trig-ger purposes and another one for o�-line analysis. In the former, a leading edgedisriminator is used with a threshold orresponding to eÆient detetion of min-imum ionising partiles. In the latter the signals are fed into 20 dB attenuatorsin order to �t the eletron signals into dynamial range of LeCroy 4300B ADC.The typial ADC spetrum is shown in Figure 4.13.The single arm detetor eÆieny is 99:5% for pions. The o�-line studiesshow that rejetion of eletrons reahes 85% with less than 5% losses of pions.The ombined information of CH and PSH provides almost 100% rejetion ofeletrons.4.4.6 Muon DetetorThe muon ounters are designed to detet muons, a serious soure of bakground.The detetor is plaed at the downstream end of DIRAC apparatus at 16:5mdistane from the target station and over ative area of :75 � 3:4 m2 in eah



4.4. DOWNSTREAM DETECTORS 41spetrometer arm.Muon detetor onsists of sintillation ounters whih are plaed behind aniron absorber. This absorber almost entirely absorbs hadrons and related hadronshowers and let y through only muons. Its thikness is in the range from 60 to140 m. The thikness is larger in the region lose to the spetrometer axis inorder to ompensate for harder partile momenta.Due to loation near the primary beam dump the detetor may undergo highux of bakground radiation from the dump. This fat requires a speial design ofthe ounter arrays and eletronis. A double layer struture has been envisaged.Eah arm is instrumented by 28 ouples of sintillation ounters with sensitivearea of 75� 12m2 eah and 0:5m thikness. The ounters of ouples are plaedone after another in very small distane. The muon signal is aepted only if bothmathed ounters are simultaneously hit. This ondition signi�antly dereasesthe number of dummy signals, espeially the ones from neutrons esaping fromthe beam dump.The sintillation light is guided by �sh-tail light from one end of a ounterinto photomultipliers (FEU-85). Signals from pair of orresponding ounters arefed into onstant fration disriminators (CAEN C808) followed by meantimer(CAEN C561). This sheme ensures that output signal is generated only if bothounters are hit and orresponding timing ours only if the same partile rossesboth ounters.
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42 CHAPTER 4. DIRAC APPARATUSwas estimated at around 10%. Suh muon events originate mostly (� 80%) from�� deays proeeded between DC and Muon ounters [35℄. The time resolutionof detetor is 1:3 ns. It was not possible to study the eÆieny of �� detetion.4.5 TriggerThe harateristi attribute of atomi pairs is their small relative momentumQ < 3MeV= while free pion pairs are produed with a wide distribution over Q.In order to redue a number of free pairs in uninteresting region of high Q andto save maximum of rare atomi pairs a sophistiated multilevel trigger systemis used.The desired seletion riterion is to rejet pairs with Ql > 30 MeV= or Qx >3 MeV= or Qy > 3 MeV= and keep all pairs with Q omponents below thesevalues (Ql; Qx and Qy are longitudinal and transversal omponents of the relativemomentum, respetively). Due to the method of data analysis not only timeorrelated pairs in the mentioned Q interval are needed but also the unorrelatedones are used. The optimal ratio between time-orrelated and time-unorrelatedpairs is ahieved with the oinidene time window of �20ns between the positiveand negative spetrometer arms.Sine the start of operation in 1999 the trigger system has been several timesupgraded. The most reent version is desribe here. The omprehensive desrip-tion of DIRAC trigger is in [36℄ and the performane of the trigger was studiedin [37℄.4.5.1 Trigger ShemeA blok diagram of the trigger system is presented on Figure 4.15. The zero leveltrigger (T0) ativates neural network level of trigger (DNA). The �rst level oftrigger (T1) starts digitisation of the detetor signals in data aquisition modules(ADC, TDC, et.) and in drift hambers data proessor (T4). The positivedeision of DNA in oinidene of T1 is demanded. If no, the lear signal is sentto data aquisition modules. Otherwise, additional positive deision from T4 isdemand to read-out data of all detetors. This two stage proess is hosen tominimise the trigger deision time and dead time due to long read-out time ofMSGC. The read-out of MSGC is started immediately after DNA deision.In addition to the main trigger task to detet atomi pairs, several additionalalibration triggers are run in parallel. They are applied on T1 level withouthigher trigger levels but with appropriate presaling fator.The whole trigger system is fully omputer ontrolled and no hardware in-tervention is needed in order to hange the trigger on�guration. The averagenumber of aepted events per spill under typial experimental ondition is 700.
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Figure 4.15: General blok diagram of the DIRAC multilevel trigger.4.5.2 Zero Level Trigger T0The T0 trigger is introdued to obtain very early initial signal for DNA trigger.It is de�ned as a oinidene between Vertial Hodosope and Preshower detetorin eah arm separately : V H1 � PSH1 & V H2 � PSH2;where 1, 2 denotes positive and negative arm, respetively. The oinidene timewindow is hosen as for T1 trigger to be �20ns.4.5.3 First Level Trigger T1The T1 trigger allows to make a fast oinidene among downstream detetorstogether with preise timing. It ful�ls this basi tasks:� Selets events with signals in both detetor arms downstream the magnet inthe time window of �20ns. For timing the signal from Vertial Hodosopeis used.� Classi�es the signals from eah arm as pion or eletron. Protons, kaonsand muons are also agged like pions; their identi�ation is performed ino�-line analysis.� Applies a ut on vertial angle between trak of pions (Complanarity ut).It requires the di�erene between hit slabs in horizontal hodosope in thetwo arms smaller or equal 2. This ut throws out pairs with high Qy.� Selets additional alibration events: e+e�, � ! p + �� deays and Kdeays into three harged pions.



44 CHAPTER 4. DIRAC APPARATUSTo mark registered trak in one arm like pion the signals from the downstreamdetetors must agree with this mask:V Hi �HHi � CHi � PRSi (i = 1 or 2);whih means, that hits must be registered in the vertial and horizontal ho-dosopes and the preshower detetor but not in �Cerenkov detetor of the appro-priate arm.Contrary to pion, for eletron mark the signal of �Cerenkov detetor is de-manded. The mask for eletrons is following:V Hi �HHi � CHi � PRSi (i = 1 or 2);The marks of traks from individual arms are ombined for �nal T1 deisionabout pion pairs (�1�2) and eletron pairs (e1e2). The vertial hodosope isused to de�ne the timing of trak and to establish time oinidene window.Additionally, the Complanarity ondition is demanded on pion pairs. This utredue number of aepted pairs by fator of two.Additional to pion and eletron pair signatures T1 trigger aepts eventswhih are likely to ome from a � deay �! p+ �� and kaons deay into threeharged pions. Due to asymmetri kinemati of � deay the mask is following:(V H1(17) �HH1 � CH1 � PRS1) & (V H2(1� 16) �HH2 � CH2 � PRS2)For vertial hodosope only the slab 17 is used in the positive arm while for thenegative arm the slabs from 1 to 16 are looked at. The oinidene window isredued to �2:5ns.For Kaon label three hits in vertial and horizontal hodosope are demanded.At least one hit must be registered in eah arm. The oinidene window is widerthan that for � mark and is �5ns.The deision time of T1 eletronis is � 120ns in all.4.5.4 Neural Network Trigger DNAThe DIRAC neural network trigger [38℄ is a proessing system using a neuralnetwork algorithm. Its hardware is based on the ustom-built version of theneural trigger used in the CPLEAR experiment [39℄.DNA reeives the hit patterns from the vertial hodosopes V H1, V H2 andthe X-planes of the upstream detetors IH and SFD. Optionally the PSH an betaken into aount too. DNA is able to ope with up two hits in eah V H1 andV H2 and up to �ve hits per X-plane of IH. Events with more hits are aepted foro�-line evaluation. The hits in the two X-planes of IH are proessed independentlyand simultaneously. An event is aepted if the trigger deision is true at leastfor one X-plane. This sheme eliminates inuenes of death spaes between slabsof IH X-planes.
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Figure 4.16: Left: Distribution of Q for aepted �+�� pairs after the full DIRACtrigger system, and for minimum bias pairs. Right: trigger aeptane, deter-mined as the ratio between the previous two distributions.DNA was trained to selet pairs with low relative momenta: Qx < 3MeV=and QL < 30MeV=. The training was performed on Monte Carlo simulateddata followed by heks on real data. The ut on Qy is done by Complanarityondition imposed by T1 trigger.DNA trigger is started by the fast T0 pretrigger and evaluation time of anevent is � 210ns. DNA rejetion rate is about 2.3 with respet to T1 and theeÆieny for the observed Q region is about 94%.4.5.5 Fourth Level Trigger T4T4 is the �nal stage of trigger. It quikly reonstruts X-projetion of trakregistered by drift hambers and allows to estimate the Qx projetion of pairrelative momentum. The detail desription is given in [36℄.T4 proessor inludes two stages: the trak �nder and trak analyser. Thetrak �nder proessor (one per arm) reeives the numbers of hit wires from allX-planes of drift hambers and tries to �nd all possible traks. Eah trak isassigned by the unique number \trak identi�er", in whih are oded the hitwires belonging to this trak. This allows to suppress parasiti ombinations ofhit wires in found traks.If at least one trak is found in eah arm, the trak analyser ontinues theevent evaluation. It reeives the trak identi�ers from both arms and omparesthem with the ontent of the look-up memory table whih ontains all possibleombinations of trak identi�ers for pion pairs with Qx < 3MeV= and QL <30MeV=. This table was obtained from the dediated simulation using thepreise geometry of setup. If the relevant pair of traks is found, T4 generates
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Figure 4.17: Invariant mass distribution of p�� pairs. Events were seleted froma sample of � alibration data.the positive deision and the event is aepted and all detetor signals are readout. Otherwise, the Clear and Reset signal are applied to the all eletronis.The deision time of T4 trigger depends on omplexity of the events and isabout � 3:5�s on average. The T4 rejetion fator is about 5 with respet to T1and around � 2:5 with respet to DNA.The dependene of the aeptane of the trigger system on Q is shown inFigure 4.16. We see that In region of Q < 20MeV= it exeeds 95% and thanfalls on level of 10% for 50MeV=.4.6 Set-up performaneThe detetor system is designed to provide high eÆieny and resolution in themomentum and time detetion of �+��pairs with a small opening angle and asmall relative momentum q.The auray in determination of the relative momentum q is a�eted by de-tetor resolution and multiple sattering in the target and set-up elements. Basedon the dediated measurements and simulations the auray of the determina-tion of the longitudinal (qL) and transverse (qx, qy) omponents of the relativemomentum q has been estimated as 0:6 MeV/ and 0:4 MeV/, respetively. Ifupstream detetors are exluded from the trak reonstrution, the unertaintyin the measurement of q inreases to a level of 1MeV= for eah omponent.



4.7. CONTRIBUTION OF THE AUTHOR 47Calibration of the energy sale and the experimental determination of thesetup resolution are performed by monitoring the position and the width of the� signal deteted by the apparatus. Reonstruted p�� invariant mass obtainedfrom the alibration data is shown in Fig. 4.17. The � signal is learly seenabove a small bakground. Gaussian plus polynomial �t to the data gives M� =1115.67 MeV/2 and �� = 0:43 MeV/2. Calibration using � ! p�� deays isused in addition to ontrol the preision of the setup alignment. Any misalign-ment of the traking system in one arm relative to the other arm would result inasymmetrial errors on the reonstruted momenta.The auray of the time measurement is obtained from the analysis of dis-tribution of the e+e� time di�erenes at Vertial Hodosope as desribe in Se-tion 4.4.2 and is about 170ps.4.7 Contribution of the authorThe author, as a member of Prague group, shared the responsibility for Hori-zontal Hodosope (HH). His work inluded the partiipation on test beams, onpreparation of HH for data-taking and maintenane of this detetor during run-ning period. He performed the analysis of an eÆieny of this detetor whih waspresented on a ollaboration meeting and was inluded into the DIRAC-GEANTsimulation ode.He regularly partiipated in data taking. In the years 2001 and 2002 he ol-laborated on o�-line heks of a set-up performane and took part in developmentof the ode intended for this purpose.He further took part in two analyses of the apparatus performane. The�rst one was devoted to determination of the dead time of the apparatus from anumber of events taken per spill. Due to the high unertainty in the measurementof beam intensity this analysis didn't give a reasonable result and the dead timewas evaluated by another method. The seond analysis was onerned with thealibration of the set-up using the deay of K meson into three harged pions.Due to a very low probability of the detetion of all three pions from Kaon deayit was not possible to extrat the lear Kaon signal from the data.The author was further involved in 2001 data alibration and presented theDIRAC experiment preliminary results on a onferene \Mesons and Light Nu-lei 2001, Prague" [40℄. The repeated installations of detetors for bakgroundmeasurement in DIRAC experimental area belong to his other ativities.



Chapter 5Simulated Data
5.1 Simulation of r� distributionIn order to get an image of spae-time harateristis of a pion prodution regionthe Monte-Carlo simulation was done using UrQMD-1.3 (Ultrarelativisti Quan-tum Moleular Dynamis model) ode [41℄. This is a lassial transport odewhih produes information about both the momenta and the emission points ofoutgoing partiles.The original ode does not take into aount �nal size of resonanes and man-ages their deays as point-like. It means, that all daughter partiles originatingin one resonane deay y out from one spae point. This approah auses anunphysial behaviour of r�{distribution in the region of very small r�. There isnon-negligible amount of pairs oming from deay of one mother resonane andthese pairs generate a Æ{peak at r� = 0. Moreover, this approah deforms thedistribution of pairs where pions are gradually generated in a asade deay ofone resonane. Their ontribution disturbs the behaviour for r� ! 0 given bya spae fator / r2 (See Figure 5.1). Therefore, we modi�ed the original odeby smearing origin points of deay produts using a Gaussian distribution with0:5fm width.To get reliable information about r�{distribution, the very limited spatial a-eptane of detetor set-up has to be taken into aount. Due to a high omputertime need for the simulation of interations we avoid a full simulation of the de-tetor response and, at the �rst stage, we take into aount only the geometrialrestrition given by the seondary hannel.Besides spatial restrition done by the seondary hannel the momentum a-eptane of the spetrometer system must be taken into aount. The aeptanematrix for both �� and �+ was obtained from the full detetor simulation. Its de-pendene on the magnitude of pion momentum and on the angle with respet tothe seondary hannel axis in zx and zy planes for �� is shown in Figure 5.2. Thestrong dependene on magnitude and angle in zx{plane (the plane perpendiu-48
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Figure 5.1: Left: r� = 0 peak omposed of pairs of pions oming from the deayof a ommon point{like resonane. Right: Deformation of r�{distribution dueto asade deay of point{like resonanes (original UrQMD) and the same dis-tribution after the introdution of smearing of resonane deay points (modi�edUrQMD).
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Figure 5.2: Aeptane of drift hambers for �� obtained from the full simulationof detetor response. Left: Dependene of the aeptane on the magnitude ofpion momentum and angle with respet to the seondary hannel axis in zx-plane.Right: The same as for Left, for zy-plane. The full lines mark the level of 80%aeptane, the dashed ones 60,40 and 20% aeptane.



50 CHAPTER 5. SIMULATED DATAlar to applied magneti �eld in the spetrometer magnet) and weak dependeneon the angle in zy-plane are visible. The �+ aeptane matrix shows a similarbehaviour with a symmetrially opposite dependene on the angle in zx{plane.Due to a nearly at dependene of the aeptane on the angle in zy{planewe neglet this one and only take into aount the dependene on magnitude andangle in zx-plane of pion momentum vetor. We used this aeptane as a weightfor eah pair during the proessing of simulated data.The axial symmetry of primary interation allows us to improve the eÆienyof UrQMD simulation by introduing in addition to the real seondary hannelnext fourteen non-overlapping imaginary hannels whih are put around the beamaxis. The oordinates of an aepted pion pair in an arbitrary imaginary hannelare rotated around the beam axis in aordane with rotation whih transfers theaxis of the hit hannel into the axis of real one. This inreases the simulationeÆieny by a fator of �fteen and after that approximately �ve events out ofone thousand generated ones ontain at least two pions whih y through theseondary hannel.The simulation was done for pNi ollisions with proton inident energy of24 GeV. The freezeout time1 was set to 10000fm and all unstable partiles arefored to deay at the end of time evolution yle.Types of SouresIn UrQMD three possible prodution proesses of pions are inluded: diret pro-dution, deay of resonanes and inelasti resattering. UrQMD output ontainsinformation about the emission points, momenta and types of mother partiles.The emission point of eah partile is identi�ed with the point of the last inter-ation (i.e. sattering) if it exists, otherwise with the reation point. If a partiletakes part in a sattering or is produed diretly, two types of mother partilesare given. If partile is reated during a resonane deay and after that does notinterat at all, only one type of the mother resonane is found.Due to a similarity in the desription of the diret prodution and resattering,we an not distinguish between these two proesses. Fortunately, the spae-time harateristis of pions produed by these proesses are similar and theirprobabilities quikly fall with the distane from the point of primary interationin DIRAC experiment ondition so that for our purpose this is not a ruialproblem.Aording to these three types of prodution proesses we divide the pionpairs into the following three groups:� Deay pairs: both pions are produed in deays of resonanes1The time for whih the evolution of the system reated during the primary interation isperformed. After this time no interation with high momentum transfer ours and partilesan only be inuened by FSI.



5.1. SIMULATION OF R� DISTRIBUTION 51���� �+��Total number 111 620 418 900Deay pairs 34.2% 40.0%Diret pairs 12.9% 9.5%Mixed pairs 52.9% 50.5%Deay-one pairs � 0% � 10:1%Deay-two pairs � 34:2% � 29:9%Deay-om pairs 6.4% 14.6%Table 5.1: Frations of individual groups of ���� and �+�� pairs. Deay-one arepairs of pions born in one resonane deay, Deay-two are pairs of pions omingfrom two di�erent resonanes and Deay-om pairs are Deay pairs of pions withthe same type of mother partile.� Diret pairs: both pions originate in diret proesses or in resattering� Mixed pairs: one pion is from a deay and the other one from diret orresattering proessThe simulated r�{distributions for all three groups of ���� and �+�� pairsare shown in Figure 5.3. Their individual ontributions are listed in Table 5.1.From the �gures it is notied, that spetra of Mixed and Diret pairs are similarfor �+�� and ���� ase, whereas, Deay pairs di�er from eah other by preseneof a dominant peak in the region of small r� for �+��. As it is shown inFigure 5.3(Bottom), this peak is formed by pairs of pions with the same type ofmother partile (Deay-om pairs). Unfortunately, we are not able to distinguishbetween pions oming from deay of one resonane (Deay{one pairs) and twosame resonanes. Sine these two types of Deay pairs have absolutely di�erentspetra of r�, we need to estimate their ontributions.Deay{om ���� pairs an only ontain a very small amount of Deay-onepairs2. Deay-one pairs are haraterised by a small r�, peaked around 1fm andpratially not exeeding 10 fm. Moreover, we an suppose that r�{distributionof Deay-two pairs are similar for ���� and �+��. Dividing the ���� by �+��r�{spetra of Deay-om pairs (Figure 5.6) we obtain a onstant equal to about0.38 in the region of r� > 10fm. Dividing the total number of ���� Deay-om pairs by this onstant we estimate the amount of �+�� pairs oming fromtwo same resonanes. Subtrating this amount from the total number of �+��Deay-om pairs, we obtain an approximate amount of �+�� Deay-one pairs(See Tab. 5.1).2We heked that no resonanes whih signi�antly ontribute in these pairs, deay into two��.
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Figure 5.3: r�{distributions generated by modi�ed UrQMD for all three groupsof ���� pairs (Top) and �+�� pairs (Middle). The distribution of �+�� Deaypairs for pions oming from one or two di�erent speies of resonanes (Bottom).
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Figure 5.4: The ontribution of eah type of ���� pairs to the to-tal r�{distribution. Deay pairs(Top), Mixed pairs(Middle) and Diretpairs(Bottom).
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Figure 5.5: The ontribution of eah type of �+�� pairs to the to-tal r�{distribution. Deay pairs(Top), Mixed pairs(Middle) and Diretpairs(Bottom).
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Figure 5.6: Deay-one pairs r�distribution for ���� and �+�� ase (Top) andtheir ratio (Bottom).In general, we an say, that Diret pairs signi�antly ontribute (See Figure 5.4and 5.5) in the region of small r� . 3fm with a maximum around 1fm andwith a negligible tail for higher r�. Mixed and Deay pairs have similar shapesof r�{distributions (exept for Deay-one pairs) with maxima around 4fm andtails extending up to thousands fm. These tails are dominantly formed by !and �0 pairs, i.e. pairs where at least one pion omes from a ! or �0 deay,respetively. The Deay{one pairs have a r�{spetrum lose to that of Diretpairs and so they belong to the short-range pairs.Yield of ! and �0 resonanesDIRAC experiment approah to prodution of A2� atoms and Coulomb pairsdisussed in Setion 3.3.1 assumes the existene of two types of pion soures, i.e.



56 CHAPTER 5. SIMULATED DATA���� �+��(! + �0) pairs 21.2% 20.9%(! + �0)a pairs 21.2% 13.5%! pairs 20.6% 19.8%!a pairs 20.6% 13.2%!1 pairs 0.% 6.6%!2 pairs 0.54% 0.31%!1 + !2 pairs 0.54% 6.9%�0 pairs 0.57% 1.13%�0a pairs 0.84% 0.50%�01 pairs 0.% 0.79%�02 pairs � 0:01% � 0:%�01 + �02 pairs � 0:01% 0.79%Table 5.2: Frations of partiular ! and �0 pairs.the short-lived and the long-lived ones. The pions from the short-lived souresare produed at typial mutual distanes r� � jaj in their .m.s. and all otherpion pairs are haraterised by r� � jaj, where jaj = 387:5fm is Bohr radius oftwo pion system (Table 2.1).This assumption is mainly violated by pions oming from the deays of ! and�0 resonanes: ! ! �+���0! ! �+���0 ! �+����0 ! �0 ! �+�� (5.1)whih form the main ontribution in the region of r� � jaj. Figures 5.8 and5.9 display their r�{distributions together with their inputs into total spetraas a funtions of r�. We an notie, that (! + �0){pairs form 90% part of r�{distribution in the region r� � jaj. Thus they are ruial for the evaluation ofthe orretion due to the �nal size of pion prodution region.When evaluating their ontributions into the all ���� and �+�� pairs, wemust take into aount the fat, that ! and �0 �+�� pairs ontain pairs omingfrom a deay of one ! or �0 resonane. In the following, we will denote themas !1 and �01 pairs, respetively. The r�{distributions of these pairs signi�antlydi�er from the rest of ! and �0 pairs (we will denote them as !a and �0a). The !1and �01 pairs are peaked around r� � 1fm and do not ontribute into the regionof r� � jaj. Their r�-distributions are similar to the that of Diret pairs as isshown in Figure 5.7.Unfortunately, we meet the same problem as in the previous part, i.e. we arenot able to distinguish exatly the simulated !1 and �01 pairs from the pairs oming



5.1. SIMULATION OF R� DISTRIBUTION 57from deays of two di�erent !, �0 resonanes (!2 and �02 pairs, respetively). Wean only provide an estimation of their yields.If we ompare the topology of the ���� pairs where just one �� originatesin ! deay with the �+�� pairs where �+ omes from the ! resonane and ��is oming from any other soure, we �nd them to be the same exept for onedi�erene. In the �rst ase we observe as a produt of the ! deay �� while inthe seond one it is �+. Sine the probabilities that �� or �+ from ! deay yinto the seondary hannel are the same we an suppose that also the yields ofthese two types are idential.3The ���� pairs an not ontain !1 pairs. When both pions originate from !we know, that all ���� pairs are !2 pairs. Therefore, we an diretly evaluatethe ratio kd�� between !2{pairs and the pairs where just one �� omes from !deay. At the same time this ratio determines up to ombinatori fator4 of 2,how many �+�� !2{pairs are produed as ompared with the number of �+��pairs where �+ is from ! resonane and �� is from any other soure. This allowsus to estimate the fration of !1 and !2 �+�� pairs.The same method an be employed for evaluation of the amount of �01 pairs.Sine the number of ���� �02{pairs is negligible, we an suppose that all �+��pairs with both pions oming from �0 are �01{pairs. Their r�{distribution shownin Figure 5.7 on�rms this assumption.In addition, the yields of �0a pairs must be saled by a fator of 1.46 to takeinto aount the existene of deay hannel �0 ! �0 ! �+��. Due to theextremely short lifetime of �0 resonane, the pions reated in this deay hannelbehave like pions diretly produed in �0 deays (if we neglet the kinematisdi�erenes). But they are marked as pions from �0 deay. Hene, we are not ableto identify them and we must use the sale fator of 1.46 whih orresponds tobranhing ratios of �0 deay hannels inluded in UrQMD (0.65 for the diretdeay and 0.3 for the deay through �0)The individual frations of ! and �0 pairs are listed in Table 5.2. The yieldsof �0a are already orreted for �0 ontribution.Parametrisation of r�{distributionsFor analyses of orretions due to the �nal size of prodution region we needgood parameterisations of r�{distributions, espeially for ! and �0 pairs. Theseparameterisations must be performed for both �+�� and ���� pairs.Firstly we will deal with ���� pairs. Path lengths l � �hpdei=m� of ! and�0 are determined by the resonane lifetimes � and the four-veloity pde=m� ofthe deay pion. As a onsequene of the exponential deay law, the orresponding3This assumption is violated by the inuene of the detetor aeptane. Here we negletits e�et.4Daughter partiles of two ! resonanes an form one ���� and �+�+ pair and two �+��pairs.
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Figure 5.7: The r�{distributions of �+�� (!1 + !2) pairs(Top-left), ���� !2pairs(Top-right) and �+�� �01 pairs(Bottom-right). The di�erene between�+�� (!1 + !2) pairs and the ���� !2 pairs saled by a fator of 2 (Bottom-left).r�{distributions are nearly exponential (Figure 5.8) exept for the region of smallr� dominated by the phase spae suppression fator / r�2. Atually, thesedistributions may deviate from the exponential ones due to a ontinuous spetrumof the deay momenta and the averaging over the emission points of the seondpion.We found that the simulated �0 ontribution an be suÆiently well paramete-rised by a single exponential formula interpolating between the phase{spae andthe exponential behaviour (suggested by R. Lednik�y [26℄)Xi dN(��0�i)dr� := n�0F(r�; r�0 ; l�0); (5.2)F(r�; r�0 ; l�0)= x22:2 �1� exp ��2:2x2 �1 + 0:2x2 1 + 0:15x2r�0=l�01 + x5=125 ��� exp�� r�l�0� ; x = r�r�0 ;(5.3)where �tted parameters are r�0 = 1:99� 0:01 fm, l�0 = 925� 52 fm. At the sametime, a good desription of the !-ontribution requires a superposition of the twoexponential-like expressions:Xi 6=�0 dN(�!�i)dr� := n1!F(r�; r1!; l1!) + n2!F(r�; r2!; l2!): (5.4)
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Figure 5.8: r�{distribution of ���� pairs with at least one pion oming fromdeay of ! (Top) and �0 (Middle). The relative ontributions of (!+�0) pairs asa funtion of r�-distribution (Bottom). The squares, irles and stars representthe !,�0 and (! + �0) pairs, respetively.
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Figure 5.9: r�{distribution of �+��pairs with at least one pion oming from deayof ! (Top) and �0 (Middle). The relative ontributions of (! + �0) pairs as afuntion of r�-distribution (Bottom). The squares, irles and stars representthe !,�0 and (! + �0) pairs, respetively.



5.1. SIMULATION OF R� DISTRIBUTION 61From the �t we obtain the following values of parameters r1! = 3:44� 0:11 fm,l1! = 27:56� 0:85 fm, r2! = 0:83� 0:06 fm, l2! = 52:00� 0:75 fm and n1!=n2! =1:703. The remaining part of Deay and Mixed pairs (the ! and �0 ontributionmust be subtrated), inluding the tail, an be e�etively desribed by a power{like expression M(r�; rM ; �; �) = r�2 "1 + � r�rM�2�#�2� ; (5.5)where the �t gives rM = 15:6 � 0:9 fm, � = 0:35 � 0:01, � = 5:38 � 0:18. Letus note that the tail vanishes as (r�)�5:5, i.e. muh faster than the Lorentzian(� = � = 1) whih is sometimes used for desription of this type of spetra.The Diret pairs are peaked around 1 fm. The shape of this peak has a doublestruture as an be seen in Figure 5.10. This shape is diÆult to parametrise.However, the orretion whih we are interested in is only weakly5 sensitive toshape of r�{distribution for very small r�. Therefore, we will represent this partof r�{distribution by a single Gaussian distribution:G(r�; rG) = r�2 exp�� r�24r2G� ; (5.6)where the Gaussian radius rG � 1fm.As a result we represent the total r�{distribution of ���� pairs as a sum offour di�erent ontributions:N!! +N�0�0 +NGG + (1�N! �N�0 �NG)M (5.7)with altogether 14 parameters. The yields of individual ontributions aordingto UrQMD simulation are listed in Table 5.3 and the individual parameterisationsare shown in Figure 5.10.In ase of �+�� pairs the parameterisations fail due to a signi�ant admixtureof the pairs born together in one resonane deay (Deay-one pairs). These pairsdeform the shapes of partiular spetra in the region of small r�. Nevertheless,due to a similarity between the partiular �+�� and ���� spetra in the region oflarger r�, we an use the parameters for ���� pairs with an adequate proportionfor eah of the �+�� ontributions. The yield of Deay-one pairs should beinluded in the ontribution of Diret pairs.The ratios for individual ontributions of ���� and �+�� pairs are shownin Fig 5.11. We see that exept of Mixed and Deay pairs the assumption ofsimilarity of ���� and �+��spetra is valid. The ratio of Mixed and Deay pairsshows a tiny slope.So for both pairs, ���� and �+��, we apply the same parameterisationsof partiular ontributions. Di�erenes between ���� and �+�� spetra are5The Coulomb FSI for r� ! 0 is very well desribed by Coulomb penetration fator A(�).The main ontribution into the orretion omes from ontributions with r� � jaj.
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Figure 5.10: The distributions of r� for individual groups of ���� pairs (points)and their parameterisations (urves). From top to bottom there are �0 , ! , Deaywith Mixed pairs (without �0 and ! pairs) and Diret pairs, respetively.



5.2. CORRELATION FUNCTION 63q < 200MeV= q < 15MeV=Parameterisation ���� �+�� ���� �+��! 20.4% 13.0% 20.8% 15.0%�0 0.8% 0.5% 1.3 % 0.7 %M 65.9% 67.0% 63.7% 64.5%G 12,9% 19.5% 14.2% 19.8%Table 5.3: The ontributions of ���� and �+�� groups desribed by partiularparametrisation.inluded in the di�erent ratios of the individual ontributions. They are listed inTable 5.3. Sine the yields of the individual ontributions slightly hange withq, we are presenting here the yields for q < 15MeV= in addition to the yieldsfor q < 200MeV=. We will use them in a study of orretions for A2� analysiswhih is performed just in the interval q 2 (0; 15)MeV=.5.2 Correlation FuntionThere are two possible ways to obtain information about orrelation funtionfrom simulated data. The UrQMD ode does not take into aount the inueneof FSI and QS so this inuene must be additionally inorporated.5.2.1 Weighted SpetraFirstly for eah simulated pair we provide the weight aording to square ofthe pair wave funtion  �k�(r�) given by Eq.(2.42). Then we onstrut two q{distributions, one with and one without these weights. The ratio of these twospetra an be identi�ed, under the smoothness assumption, with the orrelationfuntion. The orrelation funtions generated for eah of individual groups of the���� and �+�� pairs are shown in Figure 5.12. The di�erenes between ����and �+�� are obvious. The �+�� pairs are mainly inuened by Coulomb at-tration whih leads to the enhanement of the pair prodution for small q, whilethe ���� pairs are subjeted to Bose-Einstein statistis and Coulomb repulsion.The QS auses the enhaned pair prodution in relative wide region of q. Therepulsion dominates for very small q whih leads to a suppression in the pairprodution.In this method the dependenes between r� ,Pp and q are taken into aount.These dependenes an signi�antly inuene the �nal orrelation funtion. InFigure 5.13 there are shown the r�{distributions for two di�erent q regions andtheir ratio. The r�{distributions di�er in the region of small r� and in the most
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Figure 5.11: The ratios of ���� and �+�� r�{distributions for individual groups.From top to bottom there are �0 , ! , Deay with Mixed pairs (without �0 and! pairs) and Diret pairs, respetively.
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Figure 5.12: Correlation funtions of individual types of ���� (Left) and�+�� (Right) pairs onstruted from UrQMD data by the weight method. Fromup to down are orrelation funtion for !, �0, Diret and Mixed with Deay pairs,respetively.



66 CHAPTER 5. SIMULATED DATAimportant region of r� � jaj where the large errors prevent us to make any de�niteonlusion.Figure 5.14 shows the relation of Pp and q for �+�� pairs and in Figure 5.15we an see the distribution of the angle between diretion of vetors r�and q forfour di�erent bins of q. We see that the anisotropy of this distribution inreaseswith q. This is mainly onsequene of the small spae aeptane of the se-ondary hannel. For q < 10MeV=, the aeptane of the set-up is pratiallyindependent of the diretion of q but with the inreasing q the diretions relatedto the axis of the seondary hannel (longitudinal diretion) are preferred.On the other hand the simulation of suÆient amount of data requires muhomputer time and variation of some features of the prodution mehanism ispratially unfeasible. The simulated amount of data does not allow a detailedstudy of the dependenes of Pp, q and r�mentioned above for ���� pairs. Butwe an suppose that behaviour of these pairs will be similar to �+�� ones.5.2.2 Numerial ComputationAs the seond possible method we an use the numerial omputation of theorrelation funtion aording to Eq.(2.37). However, to be able to perform thistask we need to aept some simpli�ations of the solved problem. The mainsimpli�ation is in the assumption of an isotropi distribution of vetor q. Itwas shown in Figure 5.15 that this assumption is strongly violated for high q. Inorder to take into aount this phenomenon we need to onstrut a 3-dimensionaldistribution of q and r�. For this analysis the signi�antly higher amount ofsimulated data must be available. Therefore, we neglet this and suppose theuniform distribution of the osine of the angle between the vetors q and r� forthe unorrelated pairs. This allows us to integrate over the diretions of q. Afterthat the orrelation e�et is determined by the distribution of r�, irrespetive ofits angular distribution. As another simpli�ation we neglet the relatively weakdependene of r�{distribution on q and Pp.The advantages of this method are its rapidity and variability. The orrela-tion funtion for a given r�{distribution an be obtained pratially immediatelywithout long simulation. Moreover, the inauraies due to negleting q, r�andPp dependenies an partially be ompensated in �ts of ���� orrelation fun-tion. Due to the very high resolution of the spetrometer the e�et of inaurayin experimental determination of q an be negleted here.The orrelation funtion obtained by this method an be ompared with theone from the method of weights. The orrelation funtion for ! and �0 ontribu-tions are in a good agreement but in ase of the M ontribution, the di�erenesare signi�ant. Therefore we tried to �nd new parameters of power{like expressionM(r�; rM ; �; �), de�ned by Eq.(5.5) in order to better approah the orrelationfuntion obtained from UrQMD data. The orrelation funtions orrespondingto the original parametrisation of r�{distribution of Mixed and Deay pairs and
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Figure 5.13: The r�{distribution for �+�� pairs with q < 0:1GeV= and q >0:1GeV= (Top) and their ratio (Bottom).

Figure 5.14: Relation between Pp and q for simulated �+�� pairs.
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Figure 5.15: Distribution of the angles between q and r� for four di�erent q bins:(0:; 0:05),(0:05; 0:10),(0:10; 0:15) and (0:15; 0:20) GeV=.new e�etive parametrisation (rM = 10 fm, � = 0:9 and � = 2) are shown inFigure 5.16. Apart from the �rst three bins the new parametrisation desribesthe orrelation funtion from UrQMD data very well. For a better desription ofthe region of very small q the dependenies between vetors q, r�and Pp must betaken into aount.The orrelation funtions obtained by the numerial method for all ontribu-tions of ���� and �+�� pairs are shown in Figure 5.17.5.2.3 Corretion FatorsAs it was mentioned in Setion 3.3.1, the DIRAC experimental approah to pro-dution of �+�� pairs and A2� atoms assumes that the pions are reated eitherat zero or at very long distanes. However, this approah is violated and a or-retion for prodution of Coulomb pairs and atomi pairs should be introduedaording to Eqs.(3.18) and (3.19).The orrelation funtion of �+�� pairs for individual ontributions with re-spet to the simulated r�{distributions and aording to the DIRAC experiment
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Figure 5.16: The ���� orrelation funtion for Mixed and Deay pairs obtainedfrom UrQMD data by the method of weights (rosses) and the orrelation fun-tion numerially alulated for the original parametrisation of r�{distribution(triangles) and for the e�etive one (asterisks).approah are shown in Figure 5.18 together with the orretion fator 1+ Æ(k�).6We an see that for M and G ontributions the orretion fator 1 + Æ(k�) hasa nearly linear behaviour for q up to 40MeV= and it is greater than one. Thisis due to the inuene of strong FSI. On the ontrary, the orretion fator1 + Æ(k�) of ! and �0 is smaller than unity. This is a onsequene of larger pro-dution distanes whih indue weaker FSI interation. In spite of this fat, boththese ontributions are signi�antly inuened by FSI and an not be inludedamong long-lived soures. The orretion fator for long-lived soure behaves like1 + Æ(k�) = 1=A(�) and for q ! 0 it tends to zero.In Figure 5.19 we plot the total orrelation funtion orresponding to admix-ture of 15% of !, 0:7% of �0, 64:5% of M and 19:8% of G ontributions togetherwith funtion A(�) whih represents the orrelation funtion in ase of zero sep-aration between emission points (r� = 0). The bottom �gure shows the totalorretion fator 1 + Æ(k�). It should be noted that a onstant orretion fator1 + Æ(k�) an be absorbed in the normalisation parameter g in Eq.(3.11) and sothe standard simple proedure of the lifetime extration based on Eq.(3.11) ouldbe safely used. A modi�ation of this proedure is required only in the ase whenthis fator substantially deviates from a onstant.In Figure 5.20 the orretion fators 1 + Æn for prodution ross setion of6The �+�� pairs are due to a trigger restrition aepted up to q � 40MeV= and usuallyanalysed up to 15MeV=. Therefore, the orrelation funtion and orresponding orretionsare shown in the interval of q 2 (0:; 40:).
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Figure 5.17: Correlation funtions of individual types of ���� (Left) and �+��(Right) pairs numerially alulated using r�{distribution from the UrQMD sim-ulation. From top to bottom, results for !, �0, G and M pairs, respetively, areshown.
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Figure 5.18: Left: The �+�� orrelation funtions obtained aording to simu-lated r�{distribution (full line) and on ondition of zero spae{time separationbetween prodution points (dashed line) for interval q 2 (0; 0:04)GeV=. Right:Corretion fator 1 + Æ(k�). From top to bottom, results for !, �0, G and Mpairs, respetively, are shown.
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Figure 5.19: The �+�� orrelation funtion orresponding to the mixture of 15%of !, 0:7% of �0, 64:5% of M and 19:8% of G ontributions (full line) and theorrelation funtion with the assumption of zero separation between produtionpoints (dashed line) (Top). Corresponding orretion fator 1+Æ(k�) (Bottom).A2� atoms (Eq.(3.12)) determined aording to Eq.(3.19) for the individual on-tributions are shown. We see an enhanement in A2� prodution for M and Gontributions and a suppression for ! and �0 ontributions. The right panel inFigure 5.20 demonstrates a violation of Migdal relation in Eg.(3.20).The same funtions as in Figure 5.20 omputed for admixture of 15% of !,0:7% of �0, 64:5% of M and 19:8% of G ontributions are shown in Figure 5.21.We an see that in this ase the Migdal's relation is ful�lled up to a orretion ofthe order of 10�3.The deviation of the ratio (1+Æn)=(1+Æ(0)) from unity leads to a orretion inthe value of kth{fator. This fator de�ned in Eq. (3.15) is used for determinationof the number NA of produed A2� atoms from the measured number of Coulombpairs nCC . Figure 5.21 shows that the orretion of kth{fator does not exeed afration of a perent.5.3 ResumeThe simulation of distributions of the distanes r� between emission points inthe �+�� and ���� pair .m.s. has been performed using modi�ed UrQMDode [41℄. Considering the �nite size orretions to A2� lifetime measurement
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Figure 5.20: The orretion fator 1 + Æn for individual ontributions of �+��pairs as a funtion of main atomi quantum number n. In dereasing order theyorrespond to G, M, ! and �0 ontributions (Left). The di�erenes Æn � Æ(0)for eah ontribution (Right).

Figure 5.21: The orretion fator 1 + Æn orresponding to the mixture of 15%!, 0:7% �0, 64:5% M and 19:8% G ontributions (Left) and the orrespondingdi�erene Æn � Æ(0) (Right).



74 CHAPTER 5. SIMULATED DATAwe have found four spei� ontributions into these distributions. For eah ofthese ontributions the orrelation funtion and a orresponding orretion tothe DIRAC approah have been numerially omputed. The simulated yields ofthese four ontributions for �+�� and ���� pairs are listed in Table 5.3 and theirharateristis an be desribed as follows:G pairsThese pairs onsist of pion pairs produed in diret proesses, resatterings or indeays of one and the same resonane. They are haraterised by small r� peakedat about 1fm. We parametrised them by Gaussian distribution in Eq.(5.6) withradius of 1fm. Though the orresponding orretion fator 1 + Æ(k�) is signif-iantly di�erent from unity, it is lose to a onstant up to a small linear slopewhih is almost independent of the Gaussian radius and an be easily inorpo-rated in the standard proedure of the lifetime determination based on Eq.(3.11).Therefore, these pairs pratially do not ontribute to the studied systemati shiftin the measurement of A2�lifetime.M pairsThey are pion pairs with at least one pion oming from the resonane deay(exept for ! and �0 resonanes). Their r�{distribution is peaked at around4fm and has a notiable tail. It an be parametrised by power{like expressionin Eq.(5.5). Similar to the G{pairs, the orresponding orretion fator 1+ Æ(k�)is lose to a onstant up to a small linear slope whih an be inorporated inthe simple standard proedure based on Eq.(3.11). Therefore, these pairs hardlybring any systemati shift in the orresponding extrated value of the A2�lifetime.�0 pairsThese pairs ontain at least one pion whih is reated in �0 deay. The hara-teristi path length of �0 is about 900fm so their r�{distribution extends up tothousands of fm. We parametrised it by a single exponential formula in Eq.(5.2).These pairs ontribute to the total r� distribution in the ritial region of r� � jaj(jaj = 387fm). But the orresponding orretion fator 1 + Æ(k�) is to a largeextent absorbed by the parameter (1��) desribing the ontribution of long-livedsoures in Eq.(3.11). Moreover, the yield of these pairs is about 1% so they alsodo not play a ruial role in the systemati shift of A2�lifetime determination.! pairsThey are formed by pairs ontaining at least one pion produed in ! deay (ex-ept for pions from �0 deays). The harateristi path length of ! is about 30fm. Therefore, the tail of the orresponding r�{distribution signi�antly extends



5.3. RESUME 75to the region of r� � jaj. This distribution is parametrised by two exponentialformula in Eq.(5.4). The orresponding orretion fator 1 + Æ(k�) shows a non-linear behaviour and is also far from the orretion fator for long-lived soureswhih behaves like 1=A(�). Therefore, the fator 1 + Æ(k�) annot be absorbedin the parameters of the lifetime extration proedure based on Eq.(3.11). More-over, the yield of ! pairs is about 15% (for �+�� pairs) so that these pairs formthe ruial ontribution to the systemati shift in A2�lifetime determination.The analysis of the orretion 1+Æn to the standard alulation of the numberof produed A2�atoms based on Eg.(3.12) shows that for G, M and ! ontri-butions the Migdal's relation Æn = Æ(k� = 0) is only slightly violated on a levelof 10�3. The strong violation of Migdal's relation in ase of �0 pairs an benegleted due to a small yield of this ontribution and due to the fat that itis partly absorbed in the �tted ontribution of long-lived soures. This impliesthat the ratio (1+ Æn)=(1+ Æ(0)) is lose to unity and kth{fator used for evalua-tion of a number of produed A2�atoms is only slightly a�eted by the �nite sizeorretion.Based on the UrQMD simulations, we an onlude that the main soure ofthe systemati shift in the A2� lifetime determination is formed by ! pairs.



Chapter 6Data AnalysisAs a by-produt, experiment DIRAC provides a high statistis data on the orre-lation funtions of idential harged pions. These funtions ontain informationabout the spae-time harateristis of the pion prodution region and an beused to hek the preditions of the UrQMD simulations.The basi idea of onstrution of the orrelation funtion is based on a diretappliation of its de�nition (Eq. 2.1). The spetrum of prompt pion pairs isused as a nominator and the spetrum of aidental ones as a denominator. Theprompt pairs are pairs of pions oming from one primary interation. They areinuened by FSI and QS.1 For a referene spetrum the aidental ones areused. They onsist of pions from two di�erent primary interations. Therefore,their spetrum is not a�eted by FSI and QS. Of ourse, the di�erent kinemationditions of prompt and aidental pairs must be taken into aount and theappropriate orretions must be applied.Data are analysed with the help of the DIRAC analysis software pakageARIANE [42℄ in 304 33 version. During reonstrution of trak momenta aninformation from Drift Chambers (DC) and a requirement of the ommon vertexin the target are only used. The information from the upstream detetors isnot taken into aount due to anomalous behaviour of the standard upstreamtraking ode2 in ase of ���� analysed pairs.6.1 Data seletionSine the experimental set-up is dediated to the measurement of �+��pairs andno speial trigger for the measurement of ����or �+�+ pairs is introdued we usethe events with standard T4+DNA trigger mark. This trigger (see Setion 4.5)selets events with two opposite harged pion-like traks with small relative mo-1Contrary to �+�� pairs where only Coulomb and strong FSI are involved.2This ode is optimised for �+��pairs with q up to 30 MeV/ while the q of registered���� pairs is up to 200 MeV/. 76
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Figure 6.1: The time distribution of two �� with regard to timing of �+. Thehorizontal and the vertial lines orrespond to prompt pairs onsisting of �+ and��. The diagonal line is formed by ����prompt pairs. Values �t1+ and �t2+represent time di�erenes between the �+ and the �rst �� and between the�+ and the seond ��, respetively.menta q . 30MeV=. The extra traks in both positive and negative arms areallowed. This makes possible to extrat ����and �+�+ pairs from these events.Moreover, the q of these pairs is not inuened by the restritive trigger sele-tion riteria and is onstrained only by the angular aeptane of the seondaryhannel and by the momentum aeptane of the spetrometer system.For further analysis the 2001 Ni data are hosen and, in the following, wefous only on ����pairs and their orrelation funtion. The measured positivepion-like traks ontain a signi�ant admixture of protons whih deform the shapeof �+�+ orrelation funtion.From all of the T4+DNA data we further hoose only the events with tworeonstruted DC traks in the negative arm of the spetrometer and one DCtrak in the positive arm. The absene of eletron trigger ag and a signal inmuon detetors was heked to minimise a possible ontamination by eletronand muon pairs.



78 CHAPTER 6. DATA ANALYSISPrompt and Aidentals PairsThe topology of ����events is more ompliated than in ase of �+��pairs.Eah seleted event onsists of three partiles, two �� and one �+. There arethree possible ouples of pions whih an originate from one primary interation(prompt pairs - inuened by FSI and QS) or from two di�erent interations(aidental pairs - not inuened by FSI and QS), see Fig 6.1. Moreover, thekinemati harateristis of pions from prompt and aidental pairs di�er due toa di�erent phase-spae.Sine we are interested in ����orrelation funtion we need to extrat theprompt and aidental ���� pairs from data. For a good understanding of themutual relations between all three pions we demand that the remaining �+ isaidental with respet to either of ��. This is ahieved by applying the ut ona di�erene between times of ight out from the target of �+ and eah of �� ,j�t+j > 5 ns. The �t+ distribution is shown in Fig 6.2. The timing is performedby Vertial Hodosope and orreted for the time of ight from the target.The ���� pair is aepted as a prompt if the time di�erene between thesepions is j�t��j < 0:5ns and as an aidental if j�t��j > 5ns. These uts aresimilar to the riteria whih are applied for the seletion of �+�� pairs duringthe determination of A2� lifetime.Summary of the seletion riteriaLet us summarise the riteria for the event seletion:� T4+DNA trigger� no eletron trigger mark� two reonstruted negative DC traks and one positive DC trak� no muon signal orresponding to a negative trak� 5ns time gap between the positive trak and any negative trak� j�t��j < 0:5ns for prompt events� j�t��j > 5ns for aidental events6.2 Correlation FuntionThe ����orrelation funtion an be onstruted as a ratio of prompt and a-idental ���� events. Before this, however, two important phenomena mustbe taken into aount. Firstly, the prompt events hosen aording to the timeondition j�t��j < 0:5ns ontain an indispensable admixture of aidental pairs.
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Figure 6.2: Time di�erene between �� and �+ (Top) and between two�� (Bottom).Seondly, the orretion for di�erent total pair momentum spetra of aidentaland prompt pairs must be introdued.The logi of the trigger system indues the linear shape of j�t��j distributionof aidental ����pairs.3 Therefore, we �t the measured j�t��j distribution inthe interval j�t��j 2< 5; 10 > ns by a linear funtion and extrapolate this fun-tion under prompt pairs peak j�t��j < 0:5ns (Fig. 6.3). The yield of aidentalpairs in prompt pairs is 19.2% with an aurany of 1%. This error is due tononlinearity of the distribution of aidental pairs whih is aused by the triggereletronis.The spetra of total pair momenta Pp for both prompt and aidental pairsare shown in Fig. 6.4. We see that the spetrum of aidental pairs is shiftedtowards higher Pp. This is an e�et of the di�erene of phase-spae of produtionproesses of these two types of pairs. Pions of the prompt pairs are produed inone interation with the inident laboratory energy of 24 GeV/ while pions ofaidental pairs are produed in two primary interations eah with the inidentenergy of 24 GeV/. In ase of suÆiently large spae aeptane this will notplay a ruial role but in ase of the aeptane of DIRAC set-up it auses a visible3In ase of �+�� aidental pairs, their j�t+�j has a at behaviour.
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Figure 6.3: The time di�erene distribution j�t��j between two �� with �ttedlinear shape of aidental pairs.e�et. Sine higher Pp leads to higher q of pairs this e�et an have signi�antinuene in the �nal orrelation funtion.To remedy this problem we introdue the weights orresponding to the ratioof the Pp distribution of the prompt and the aidental pairs (bottom part ofFig. 6.4). During the onstrution of an aidental q{spetrum we weigh eahaidental event by the appropriate weight aording to the pair Pp.In ase of similarity between Pp spetra we an neglet the admixture ofaidental pairs in prompt pairs spetra as it will have the same behaviour aspairs from long-lived soures and will not deform the shape of the orrelationfuntion. However, in ase of introdution of weighing of aidental pairs thebehaviour of the aidental admixture is hardly preditable. That is why thisadmixture should be subtrated from all prompt pair spetra. (Not only fromthe q{spetrum but also from Pp one used to determine the weights.)Finally, the q{spetrum leaned of the prompt pairs is divided by weightedaidental q{spetrum whereby the orrelation funtion is obtained (see Fig 6.5).We see the typial behaviour - the enhaned prodution of ���� pairs withdereasing q as a onsequene of Bose-Einstein statistis and a strong fall of����prodution in the region of small q due to Coulomb repulsion.The inuene of unertainty in determination of admixture of the aidentalpairs in the prompt spetra is shown in Fig 6.6. We see that the error due tothis unertainty is muh smaller than the statistial error but, as a whole, it angenerate a small slope in a shape of the orrelation funtion.
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Figure 6.4: Normalised spetra of total pair momenta of prompt and aidental���� pairs (Top) and their ratio (Bottom). The prompt spetrum is leanedof the admixture of aidental pairs.Summary of the onstrution of the orrelation funtionLet us summarise the steps of the onstrution of the orrelation funtion1. The Pp spetra of prompt and aidental events are extrated. The admix-ture of aidental pairs (19:2� 1%) is removed from the prompt spetrum.2. The weights of aidental pairs are alulated based on the prompt andaidental Pp spetra.3. The q{spetra of prompt and aidental (not weighted) pairs are on-struted. The admixture of aidentals (19.2%) is subtrated from theprompt spetrum.4. The weighted q{spetrum of aidental pairs is onstruted.5. The orrelation funtion is obtained as the ratio of leared prompt q{spetrum and weighted q{spetrum of aidentals.
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Figure 6.5: Normalised q{spetra of the leared prompt pairs and the weightedaidental pairs (Top) and their ratio - the ���� orrelation funtion. It isnormalised to be � 1 for q ! 0:2GeV= (Bottom).6.3 Fit of ���� orrelation funtionA omparison of measured ���� orrelation funtion with that onstrutedaording to the results of UrQMD simulation provides a possibility to hek thereliability of the simulation. Note that the most important ontribution in thesystemati shift of the A2�lifetime measurement omes from ! pairs. Therefore,we mainly onentrate on the yield of these pairs.In analysis of the simulated r�{distribution, we identify four spei� ontri-butions: !, �0, M and G. Sine the r�{distributions of ! and �0 ontributionsare mainly determined by their known physial harateristis suh as widths,masses and pt and y spetra, we an suppose that their desription by UrQMDsimulation mathes with the physial reality.
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Figure 6.6: The inuene of the unertainty of the admixture of aidentalsin prompt pairs. Three orrelation funtion onstruted for the value of theadmixture 18.2%, 19.2% and 20.2%, respetively (Top). The ratios of thesethree funtion are shown in Bottom.G ontribution ontains only pairs with very small r�, peaked at about 1fm,the possible variation of its r�{distribution an bring only a small e�et in theorrelation funtion. Therefore, we aept their desription obtained from theanalysis of the simulated r�{spetra.The unertainties of UrQMD model an mainly manifest themselves in Montribution. Moreover, this ontribution is sensitive to the simpli�ation inthe numerial method used to evaluate an orresponding orrelation funtion.Therefore, the parameters of M distribution are treated as free.The measured ���� orrelation funtion will be �tted by the following for-mula



84 CHAPTER 6. DATA ANALYSISF(q) = Nall(1 + sq)� (6.1)�f�[(1�N!�N�0�NG)CM(q; rM; �; �)+N!C!(q)+N�0C�0(q)+NGCGq℄+(1��)g;where CM(q; rM; �; �), C!(q),C�0(q) and CG(q) stand for orrelation funtionsnumerially alulated forM(q; rM; �; �), !, �0 and G distribution, respetively.The free parameters N!, N�0 and NG determine the yields of individual ontribu-tions and (1� �) desribes the admixture of long-lived soures and misidenti�edpartiles. The linear slope s is inluded in the �tting formula to absorb a possibleinuene of an admixture of aidental pairs in prompt ones and other possibledistorting e�ets.The �tting funtion ontains 9 free parameters. The determination of thefree parameters of M distribution, rM,�,�, is performed by quadrati interpo-lation between orrelation funtions orresponding to three di�erent values ofeah of these parameters, i.e. between 27 orresponding numerially alulatedorrelation funtions.The �tting proedure is performed for three measured orrelation funtionsobtained from the measured data with the three estimated values of admixture ofaidental bakground in prompt pairs, 19:2�1%. The �t of the full range of theorrelation funtions yields unreasonable values of the parameters, partiularlyN! � 0. The failure of �tting proedure is probably aused by the simpli�ationsused in the method of numerial alulation whih manifest itself mainly in the�rst three bins of orrelation funtion orresponding to M ontribution (It anbe seen as a di�erene between the orrelation funtion obtained by the methodof weights and the numerial alulation shown in Figure 5.16). After skippingthe �rst three bins from the �t, the reasonable results are obtained. They arepresented in Table 6.1.It is important that the �tted value of N! agrees with the one predited bythe UrQMD simulation (20.4 %). The values of the parameters orrespondingto M distribution di�er from those obtained in our analysis of the simulatedr�{distribution (rM = 10 fm, � = 0:9 and � = 2:). This disrepany may bea onsequene of the simpli�ation in the method of numerial alulation orunertainties in UrQMD model. The value of parameter s is rather high andimplies the existene of a distorting e�et in the measured orrelation funtion.The normalisation fatorsN�0 andNG are determined with high relative errors.It means that the �tting proedure is not sensitive to �0 and G ontributions.In ase of �0 ontribution it is a onsequene of the exlusion of the �rst threebins of q from �tting proedure. As it is seen from Figure 5.17 the orrespondingorrelation funtion signi�antly di�ers from unity only in the �rst bin. Besidesthe exlusion of the �rst three bins, the possible variation of M parameterstogether with the introdued linear slope an ause that the orrelation funtionorresponding to M ontribution together with linear slope partially desribes
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Figure 6.7: Fitted orrelation funtions (full lines) and their extrapolation inregion of very small q (dashed lines) with expeted aidental admixture of19.2%,18.2% and 20.2%, respetively from up to down.



86 CHAPTER 6. DATA ANALYSISBakground of aidentalsParameter 18.2% 19.2% 20.2%Nall 0:69� 0:01 0:70� 0:01 0:70� 0:01� 0:95� 0:01 0:95� 0:03 0:95� 0:16rM 8:45� 0:80 8:04� 0:85 8:06� 0:77� 1:20� 0:27 1:20� 0:24 1:18� 0:31� 2:50� 0:03 2:48� 0:09 2:49� 0:02N! 0:23� 0:08 0:22� 0:07 0:22� 0:08N�0 0:004� 0:011 0:001� 0:013 0:003� 0:06NG 0:03� 0:06 0:02� 0:21 0:004� 0:14s 1:11� 0:03 1:07� 0:03 1:04� 0:03�2 37:53=28 37:72=28 37:86=28Table 6.1: The results of the �ts of measured ���� orrelation funtion.the inuene of G ontribution and so the �tting proedure beomes insensitiveto G ontribution.To examine the insensitivity of the �tting proedure to �0 and G ontributionswe performed the �ts without these two ontributions (we apply the onstraintsN�0 = 0 and NG = 0 in Eq.(6.1)). The �t results are shown in Table 6.2. If weompare �2 values of the �ts in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 we may onlude that theyare not sensitive to �0 and G ontributions.The �tted values of N! in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 pratially oinide and agreewith the one predited by UrQMD model (20.4%). Fixing zero G and �0 ontri-butions leads to about twie smaller error in N! ( 15%). We will stay howeverrather onservative and assume that the UrQMD model desribes the ! yieldswith a 30% unertainty.6.4 ResumeThe ���� orrelation funtion has been extrated from the measured data andhas been ompared with the predition given by the UrQMD simulation. Theomparison has shown a very good agreement between desription of ! pairsby the simulation and the measured orrelation funtion. Note that the ! pairsrepresent the main soure of the systemati shift of the A2�lifetime measurementso the determination of their yield is ruial for the study of this shift.It has not been possible to hek the quality of the desription of remainingthree ontributions due to the insensitivity of �tting proedure to �0 and Gontributions.
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Bakground of aidentalsParameter 18.2% 19.2% 20.2%Nall 0:71� 0:01 0:71� 0:01 0:70� 0:01� 0:94� 0:02 0:92� 0:03 0:94� 0:02rM 8:00� 1:51 8:03� 0:76 8:02� 0:51� 1:19� 0:25 1:19� 0:32 1:19� 0:28� 2:49� 0:05 2:48� 0:74 2:49� 0:03N! 0:22� 0:03 0:21� 0:04 0:21� 0:03N�0 0: 0: 0:NG 0: 0: 0:s 1:11� 0:07 1:02� 0:09 1:05� 0:09�2 37:55=30 37:74=30 37:84=30Table 6.2: The results of the �ts of measured ���� orrelation funtion withadditional onstraints N�0 = 0 and NG = 0.



Chapter 7Corretions to A2� lifetimemeasurementThe method of A2� lifetime measurement is based on the determination ofbreakup probability Pbr, whih is de�ned as a ratio of the numbers of broken-upnA and produed NA A2�atoms. The value of Pbr is evaluated from the measured�+�� data aording to Eq. (3.22)Pbr = nANA = 1kth(q) �CC�A n0An0CC (7.1)The negligene of the �nite size of the prodution region and of the inuene ofstrong FSI an lead to systemati errors in the number of measured Coulombpairs n0CC , in the number of atomi pairs n0A (pairs from broken-up A2�atoms)and in the value of theoretial fator kth(q0) = NA=NCC whih determines theratio between produed A2� atoms and Coulomb pairs in the interval q 2 (0; q0).Note that the number n0A of atomi pairs is determined as an exess of ameasured q{spetrum of �+�� pairs over an extrapolated one in the atomisignal region. The signal of atomi pairs extends up to 4MeV= but a ommonlyused region for n0A determination is only q < 2MeV=. The onstrution of theextrapolated q{spetrum is based on Eq.(3.11). The parameters desribing thisspetrum are obtained from the �t of orrelation funtion out of the atomi signalregion, ommonly in the region q 2 (4; 15)MeV=. The number of Coulomb pairsn0CC is derived from the extrapolated q{spetrum in the same region where thesignal of atomi pairs is evaluated.7.1 Unertainty of n0CC and n0AThe systemati errors in n0CC and n0A ome from a ommon soure, i.e. the ina-urate desription of q{spetra of pairs from short-lived soures. The standardapproah assumes that the behaviour of their orrelation funtion is desribed88



7.1. UNCERTAINTY OF N 0CC AND N 0A 89by Coulomb penetration fator A(�), de�ned in Eq.(2.43) (� = (k�a)�1). Thetrue behaviour is however given by the produt (1 + Æ(k�))A(�). The omissionof the orretion fator Æ(k�) in the standard proedure is partly ompensatedby a shift of the �tted parameters. Namely, the measured orrelation funtion is�tted by formula Fd(q) = �1A(�) + �2; (7.2)where the parameters �1 and �2 desribe the ontribution of pairs from short-lived soures and the ontribution of all other pairs, respetively. The onstraint�1+�2 = 1 used in Eq. (3.11) is not applied here. In ase that the orretion fatorÆ(k�) does not depend on k� (q = 2k�), the �tting proedure reovers the inueneof the �nite{size orretion by absorbing the fator 1 + Æf in the parameter �1and thus giving the orret value of n0CC .1 The e�et of the k�-dependent �nite-size orretion fator is however only partly inluded in the parameter �1, thusleading to a systemati shift in n0CC .Sine the number of atomi pairs n0A is determined as an exess of measuredq{spetrum over the extrapolated Coulomb pairs spetrum, the absolute shiftsin determination of n0CC and n0A are the same (disregarding the opposite signs).The relative shift of n0A is n0CC=n0A times higher than the shift of n0CC .The �t of �+�� orrelation funtion is ommonly performed in the regionq 2 (4; 15)MeV and the bin width of �tted histogram is 0:25MeV=. The signalof atomi pairs extends to q = 4MeV= but it is usually analysed in the intervalq < 2 MeV/. We will follow this proedure to get loser to the real experi-mental onditions. The partiular systemati shift is evaluated for two intervals,one ommonly used for A2�lifetime determination q 2 (0; 2) and the other oneinvolving all signals of atomi pairs (0; 4)MeV=2.Note, that q resolution of the spetrometer is at the level of 1 MeV/, so itis worse than the width of bins. Due to the shape of the orrelation funtion themain inuene of the resolution is seen in the region of small q. In the regionwhere the orrelation funtion is �tted (q > 4MeV=), the behaviour of thisfuntion is smooth enough and the inuene of the resolution is small. We anneglet the inuene of the resolution also when analysing the numbers of pairsin the intervals (0; 2) and (0; 4) MeV=.The \real" orrelation funtion is onstruted from the individual ontribu-tions disussed above in Chapter 5 using the method of numerial alulation.Aording to the predition of UrQMD simulation we take the mixture of 15%!, 0:7% �0, 64:5% M(8; 1:2; 2:5) and 19:8% G ontributions, respetively. This\real" orrelation funtion is �tted by formula in Eq. (7.2) aording to standard1The �tted formula an be written in the form g(�A(�)+(1��)). In this ase the inueneof the orretion fator will be ompensated in the produt of oeÆients g and �.2Note, that pion pairs from broken-up A2�atoms have q < 3MeV= but due to the resatter-ing in the target and the inuene of the spetrometer resolution the measured signal extendsup to q = 4MeV=
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Figure 7.1: The �+�� orrelation funtion orresponding to the mixture of 15%!, 0:7% �0, 64:5% M(8; 1:2; 2:5) and 19:8% G ontributions and their aproxima-tion by formula given in Eq.(7.2)(dashed line) (Top). The relative error of thisapproximation as a funtion of q(Bottom-left). The orresponding orretionfator 1 + Æ(k�) (full line) and its approximation by �1 = 1 + Æf (dashed line)(Bottom-right).DIRAC approah. The �tted values of the fration parameters are �1 = 1:094 and�2 = 0:016. In Figure 7.1 we an see the orrelation funtion and its approxima-tion by the formula (7.2). In this �gure the relative shift of this approximationand the orretion fator 1 + Æ(k�) and its ompensation by �1 parameter arealso shown. A relative di�erene between the real orrelation funtion and itsstandard approximate desription in the region of q < 4MeV= is 0:44%.To evaluate systemati shifts of n0CC and n0A, the q{distribution of the ai-dental pairs must be taken into aount. Multiplying the simulated orrelationfuntion by this spetrum we obtain the \real" q{distribution of prompt pairs. Arepetition of the same proedure for the �tted orrelation funtion brings us thedistribution aording to the standard DIRAC approah. The di�erene of thesetwo funtions represents the systemati shift in the n0CC determination.In the signal region q < 2MeV= the value of the shift in n0CC is Æn0CC =�0:35% and for q < 4MeV= we obtain Æn0CC = �0:17%3, i.e. we slightly un-derestimate the number of Coulomb pairs. Let us note, that for the wider signalinterval of q the shift is smaller. This is due to behaviour of relative di�erenes3Here we use a notation that true value of n0CC is obtained by dividing the experimentalvalue by the fator 1 + Æn0CC .



7.2. UNCERTAINTY OF KTH FACTOR 91of the predited q-spetrum and its approximation shown in Figure 7.2.The measured ratios of the Coulomb and atomi pairs in the intervals q < 2MeV/ and q < 4 MeV/ are 1/4 and 1/15, respetively. The orrespondingshifts in n0A are thus four and �fteen times higher (with opposite sign) than theshifts in n0CC, i.e. Æn0A = 1:4% and 2:5%, respetively. Note that in ontrast ton0CC the systemati shift of n0A inreases with the width of the analysed signalregion.7.2 Unertainty of kth fatorThe systemati error in the determination of kth fator has been partially men-tioned already in Setion 5.2.3. There we have found, that the shift due to the�nite size orretion is at the level of a fration of perent. Here we will determinethis shift more preisely. The formula used for its evaluation (Eq.(3.15))kth(q0) � NANCC = (2��m�)3� 1Pn=1 1n3�(q0)R0 AC(�)d3� (7.3)assumes that the Coulomb pairs are produed at zero separation. To take intoaount the �nite size of the prodution region and the strong FSI, the orretionfators 1 + Æ(k�) and 1 + Æn should be introdued in this formula, i.e.kth(q0) = (2��m�)3� 1Pn=1(1 + Æn) 1n3�(q0)R0 (1 + Æ(k�))AC(�)d3� : (7.4)Evaluating the sum in the numerator of Eq.(7.4) up to n = 15 (see Figure 7.3)and omputing the integral in the denominator numerially, we have found thatfor q0 = 2MeV= the kth{fator should be saled by a fator of 1.0025 and forq0 = 4MeV= it is 1.0024, i.e. the systemati shifts of Ækth(q0) are Ækth(q0 = 2) =�0:25% and Ækth(q0 = 4) = �0:24%, respetively.7.3 Dependene of systemati shifts on ! yieldsWe apply the above mentioned proedure of the evaluation of systemati shiftsin determination of n0A, n0CC and kth on several sets of possible mixtures of !,�0, M and G ontributions. As the main soure of the systemati shift is the! ontribution we onentrate on a study of its inuene. We take the yieldsgiven by UrQMD simulation and suppose the 15% and 30% variation of the
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Figure 7.2: From top to bottom: (1) The q{spetrum of unorrelated �+�� pairsused for the �nal analysis. (2) The same spetrum weighted by the assumed orre-lation funtion (histogram) and its approximation (dashed line). (3) The relativedi�erene between produed Coulomb pairs and their approximative desription.(4) The shape of absolute di�erene between produed Coulomb pairs and theirapproximative desription.
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Figure 7.3: (1 + Æn) (Left) and (1 + Æn)=n3 (Right) as a funtion of n.! ontribution reeting the errors obtained in the �ts of ���� orrelationfuntion disussed in Setion 6.3. The shifts of eah ! yield are studied withand without presene of �0 and G ontributions. The results obtained for bothstudied signal regions of q, q < 2MeV= and q < 4MeV=, are summarised inTable 7.1. The shifts in Pbr are determined aording to the formula(1 + ÆPbr) = (1 + Æn0A)(1 + Ækth)(1 + Æn0CC) : (7.5)As seen from Table 7.1, the systemati shift due to 15% !{ontribution leadsto about 1:4% and 2:5% overestimation of n0A and about 2% and 3% overestima-tion of Pbr, respetively in the region q < 2 and q < 4MeV=. The rather on-servative 30% unertainty in !{ontribution auses the variation of the Pbr shift�1% and �1:5% depending on q region. We observe only small di�erenes whenomparing the values obtained for the spetra with and without �0 and G ontri-butions. This shows that these two ontributions along withM4 have a small in-uene on systemati shifts. This partially answers the question arising from thedi�erene found between the numerially alulated and the weighted ���� or-relation funtion. The possible disrepany will not play a ruial role in estima-tion of shifts in �+�� orrelation funtion.Let us note that from Table 7.1 it is obvious, that the main soure of thesystemati shift in Pbr is the shift in determination of number of atomi pairsn0A. This shift an essentially be redued by employing the method of multi-layertarget [43℄ in a future experiment. The multi-layer target with very thin layersand the total thikness same as the single layer target allows us to measure thespetrum of Coulomb pairs under the same onditions but pratially withoutthe inuene of the atomi pairs. It means that instead of the extrapolated4The negleting of �0 and G ontribution auses a hange of M ontribution of about 20%



94 CHAPTER 7. CORRECTIONS TO A2� LIFETIME MEASUREMENTq < 2MeV= q < 4MeV=mixture [%℄ Æn0CC Æn0A Ækth ÆPbr Æn0CC Æn0A Ækth ÆPbrN!,NM,N�0 ,NG [%℄ [%℄ [%℄ [%℄ [%℄ [%℄ [%℄ [%℄10,69.5,0.7,19.8 -0.15 0.61 -0.26 1.03 -0.07 1.08 -0.25 1.4213,66.5,0.7,19.8 -0.27 1.10 -0.26 1.64 -0.13 1.98 -0.24 2.4115,64.5,0.7,19.8 -0.35 1.39 -0.25 2.03 -0.17 2.53 -0.24 3.0117,62.5,0.7,19.8 -0.44 1.76 -0.25 2.49 -0.22 3.24 -0.23 3.8020,59.5,0.7,19.8 -0.56 2.24 -0.24 3.12 -0.28 4.11 -0.22 4.8310,90,0,0 -0.10 0.42 -0.33 0.85 -0.05 0.77 -0.31 1.1213,87,0,0 -0.22 0.89 -0.32 1.45 -0.11 1.60 -0.33 2.0715,85,0,0 -0.31 1.25 -0.32 1.91 -0.15 2.29 -0.33 2.8317,83,0,0 -0.40 1.61 -0.32 2.36 -0.20 2.97 -0.32 3.6020,80,0,0 -0.45 1.82 -0.31 2.91 -0.24 3.84 -0.32 4.43Table 7.1: The systemati shifts in the values of n0CC ,n0A,kth and Pbr for severalsets of mixtures of !, �0, M and G ontributions.q{spetra we an use for evaluation of n0A and n0CC the measured one whihis free of systemati errors due to the �nite size orretions. The inuene ofthe systemati error will remain only in the determination of the number NA ofprodued A2�atoms.In general, we an onlude that the systemati errors due to the �nite sizeorretions manifests themselves as a systemati shift in Pbr on a level of perent.The upper estimation of this shift orresponding to 20% !{ontribution is about3% for the ommonly used region q < 2MeV=. The systemati error in thedetermination of A2�lifetime is roughly by a fator 2:5 larger, i.e. the upper limitis about 7.5%.7.4 ResumeIn this hapter the evaluation of the systemati shift due to the �nite size orre-tions has been performed. Based on the UrQMD simulation, the systemati shiftof about 2% has been found in the breakup probability Pbr determined in thestandard DIRAC proedure in the signal interval q < 2 MeV/. Taking into a-ount the rather onservative unertainty of 30% in the yield of so alled ! pairs,we arrive at the upper estimate of the shift in Pbr of about 3%, orresponding tothe shift in the pionium lifetime of about 7:5%. This error is omparable withthe expeted 10% statistial error.The main soure of the systemati shift has been identi�ed to be the errorin the determination of the number n0A of atomi pairs. It an be signi�antlyredued by employing the measurement using a multilayer target for the deter-



7.4. RESUME 95mination of the spetrum of Coulomb pairs. We strongly reommend to use thismethod in the future experiment [44℄ whih will aim to measure the A2�lifetimebetter than to 6%,i.e. better than the upper estimate of the systemati shift(7.5%).



Chapter 8SummaryIn this work we have analysed possible systemati shifts in the experimentaldetermination of the breakup probability Pbr due to negleting the �nite sizeof the prodution region and strong FSI. The lifetime of A2� atoms is diretlyextrated from the value of Pbr and the systemati shift of Pbr appears in theextrated A2� lifetime multiplied by a fator � 2:5.The size of the prodution region has been studied with the help of UrQMDsimulations. The original ode has been slightly modi�ed to take into aount the�nite size of resonanes. We have found that the most ritial ontribution to thelifetime systemati errors omes from pion pairs ontaining pions from !{deays.The results of UrQMD simulations have been ompared with the ���� or-relation funtion onstruted from the data measured together with data for A2�lifetime determination. A good agreement between the simulated ! ontributionand the measured ���� orrelation funtion has been found.We have found the upper limit of systemati shift in Pbr due to negleting�nite size of the prodution region to be about 3% for the ommonly used atomipair signal interval q < 2 MeV/. This value mathes with the unertainty in theA2� lifetime determination of about 7:5%.The unertainty in the number of atomi pairs n0A has been identi�ed as themain soure of the systemati shift of Pbr. This unertainty an be signi�antlyredued by using the method of two targets, single and multilayer ones [43℄.Therefore, we strongly reommend to use this method in the future experiment[44℄.
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